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His Highness the Deputy Amir Sheikh Abdullah bin Hamad Al Thani on Wednesday met with Ambas-
sador of the Kingdom of Spain to Qatar HE Maria Belen Alfaro Hernandez who called on him to greet 
His Highness on the occasion of the end of her tenure in the country. HH the Deputy Amir granted Al 
Wajbah Decoration to the ambassador in appreciation of her role in contributing to enhancing bilat-
eral relations, wishing her success in her future missions and the relations between the two countries 
further progress and prosperity. For her part, the ambassador expressed her thanks and appreciation to 
HH the Amir, HH the Deputy Amir and the state officials for the cooperation she received that contrib-
uted to the success of her work in the country. (QNA)

DEPUTY AMIR GRANTS AL WAJBAH DECORATION 
TO OUTGOING SPANISH AMBASSADOR

QNA
DOHA

HIS Highness the Amir 
of State of Qatar Sheikh 
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani 
has sent a cable of con-
gratulations to President of 
the Republic of Colombia 
Ivan Duque Marquez, on the 
occasion of his country’s 
Independence Day.

Amir greets 
President of 
Colombia

QNA
DOHA

QATAR Fund for Develop-
ment (QFFD) has signed an 
agreement with the World 
Food Program (WFP) for a 
flexible multilateral core con-
tribution of $10 million in 
supporting humanitarian op-
erations and to address criti-
cal food security needs.

This is a continuation to 
fulfil the pledges of Qatar to 
finance basic resources worth 
$500 million to support Unit-
ed Nations organizations, 
which was announced during 
the 2018 Doha Forum.

WFP and QFFD have col-
laborated over the years to 
address multiple humanitar-
ian crises, addressing food 
insecurities  in famine prone 
areas as conflict, economic 
decline and the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic are put-
ting millions in danger of slip-
ping into famine.

This agreement formal-
ises the importance of flex-
ible contributions, as they are 
crucial for WFP’s emergency 
responses, protracted relief, 
and recovery efforts, when-
ever and wherever needs are 
greatest. 

In addition, flexible funds 
provide WFP with the greatest 
flexibility and predictability to 
kick start operations, fund ne-
glected crises.

Director General of QFFD 
Khalifa Al Kuwari said, “To-
day, the world is facing the 
imminent threat of famine 
in many parts of the world 
and there are more than 800 
million people suffering from 
chronic hunger. It is critical 
to support efforts to increase 
food security in communities 
to provide a decent and sta-
ble life for those most in need 
around the world. And this 
where the contribution of the 

World Food Program comes 
in, to help us reach the peo-
ple in need in an agile manner 
thanks to flexible funds such 
as these.”

He said, “This partnership 
will play a major role in reduc-
ing hunger and contributing to 
the second of the sustainable 
development goals, which is 
concerned with ending hunger.” 

WFP Executive Director 
David Beasley said, “Flexible 
funding allows WFP to re-
spond quickly and effectively 
to humanitarian emergen-
cies, as soon as they occur, to 
get life-saving help where it is 
needed most.”

QFFD signs deal with 
WFP to provide $10 mn 
for food security needs
Pact aims at fulfilling Qatar’s pledges to finance basic 

resources worth $500 million to UN organisations

WFP and QFFD have collaborated over the years to 
address multiple humanitarian crises, tackling food 
insecurities in famine prone areas as conflict, economic 
decline and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic are 
putting millions in danger of slipping into famine

QA showcases Boeing 777 in World Cup livery at Farnborough
QNA
DOHA

QATAR Airways showcased 
a specially-branded Boeing 
777 aircraft painted in FIFA 
World Cup Qatar 2022 livery, 
at Farnborough International 
Airshow 2022. 

The airline has delighted 
thousands of attendees by of-
fering tours onboard the state-
of-the-art aircraft, equipped 
with the World’s Best Business 
Class, Q-Suite.

Qatar Airways said in a 
statement that the logo of 
the championship was hand-
painted on this aircraft in cel-
ebration of the national car-
rier’s partnership with FIFA, 

which was announced in No-
vember 2020.

Qatar Airways Group Chief 

Executive Akbar Al Baker con-
firmed that as the beginning of 
the tournament is approach-

ing, QA’s participation in this 
aircraft, decorated with the 
logo of the FIFA World Cup 
Qatar 2022, and presented 
to participants and visitors at 
this prestigious event, con-
firms the readiness of Qatar 
to host this historic event next 
November.

Al Baker called on the par-
ticipants and visitors of the 
Farnborough International 
Airshow to take advantage of 
the exclusive packages offered 
by Qatar Airways to those who 
love to be fans in the World 
Cup by checking tickets, 
flights, and accommodation 
through a single dedicated 
platform by heading to qata-
rairways.com/FIFA2022.

Qatar to start disbursing cash  
assistance in Gaza from today

QNA
GAZA

THE Qatar Committee for Re-
construction of Gaza, in coop-
eration with the Qatar Fund 
for Development, will begin to 
disburse the July installment  
of cash assistance to the needy 
families in the Gaza Strip on 
Thursday.

Chairman of Qatar’s Gaza 
Reconstruction Committee 
HE Ambassador Mohammed 
Al Emadi said that cash as-
sistance will be provided to 
about 100,000 needy fami-
lies in the governorates of the 
Gaza Strip, at a rate of $100 
per family.

He pointed out that the 
distribution process will be 
carried out through the United 

Nations and through the dis-
tribution centres identified by 
it in the governorates of the 
Gaza Strip, which are more 
than 300 centres and shops.

Qatar disburses a monthly 

humanitarian grant to sup-
port Palestinian families in the 
Gaza Strip, who are suffering 
from the difficult economic 
and living conditions caused 
by the Israeli siege.

Chairman of Qatar’s Gaza Reconstruction Committee HE Ambassador 
Mohammed Al Emadi has said that cash assistance will be provided 
to about 100,000 needy families. 

Qatar Airways ramps up all-in-one 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 packages

Qatar Airways has ramped up all-inclusive 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 travel packages 

for fans to secure their place in world football’s 
biggest event. The additional packages include 
match tickets, flights and accommodation 
throughout the course of the tournament, allow-
ing passionate football fans to book their seats 
and follow their favourite team during the first 
FIFA World Cup in the Middle East.

The airline originally launched these pack-
ages in September 2021 to cater to millions of 
anticipating fans, and now with less than 130 
days to go until the mega event, a worldwide 
demand for match tickets has risen and these 

travel packages provide fans guaranteed tickets 
to experience matches in person. In a few easy 
steps, they can purchase match tickets, flights, 
and accommodation through a single dedi-
cated platform by visiting: qatarairways.com/
FIFA2022.

If they are not yet members, fans need to 
ensure they join the Qatar Airways Privilege 
Club by visiting qatarairways.com/PrivilegeClub 
in advance, after which they will then be able 
to access the fan travel packages portal and 
select their options, which come with booking 
flexibility and seat reservations for their pre-
ferred games. (TNN) PAGE 16

Wildfires rage as heatwave batters Europe
WILDFIRES are raging 

across Europe, where 
a heatwave has intensified 
drought conditions. Though 
temperatures have cooled in 
France and the UK, firefight-
ers are still tackling blazes in 
Greece, Spain and Italy. 

The fires in France’s badly 
hit south-west have started to 
be brought under control. And 
as the heatwave moves north-
east, low water levels are ham-
pering transport on rivers in 
Germany.

Heatwaves have become 
more frequent, more intense, 

and last longer because of hu-
man-induced climate change. 
The world has already warmed 
by about 1.1C since the industri-
al era began and temperatures 
will keep rising unless govern-
ments around the world make 
steep cuts to emissions.

More than 1,000 deaths 
have been linked to the ex-
tremely high temperatures in 
Portugal while in Spain it is at 
least 500.

In Greece, firefighters were 
tackling a blaze on Mount 
Penteli, to the north-east of 
the capital Athens. PAGE 7

A firefighter holds a fire hose as a wildfire rages in the Monts d’Arree, 
near Brasparts, Brittany. (AFP)

THE parliament in Sri 
Lanka has elected veteran 
politician and six-time Prime 
Minister Ranil Wickremesin-
ghe as the crisis-hit island 
nation’s eighth president. 
Wickremesinghe secured 
134 votes while his main 
rival Dullas Alahapperuma 
received 82 votes in the 
presidential election by the 
225-member parliament on 
Wednesday. The third candi-
date, Marxist leader Anura 
Kumara Dissanayake, man-
aged three votes. PAGE 5

Wickremesinghe 
elected Sri Lanka’s 
new president
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Deputy Amir sends greetings to presi-
dent of Colombia

THE Deputy Amir His Highness Sheikh Abdullah bin Hamad Al 
Thani sent a cable of congratulations to President of Colombia 
Ivan Duque Marquez on his country’s Independence Day. (QNA)

PM congratulates president of Colombia
PRIME Minister and Minister of Interior HE Sheikh Khalid bin 
Khalifa bin Abdulaziz Al Thani sent a cable of congratulations 
to President of Colombia Ivan Duque Marquez on his country’s 
Independence Day. (QNA) 

Qatar film company to open new VIP 
movie theatres at Katara
QATAR Film and Film Distribution Company has announced its 
plans to open a new VIP cinema named Katara Cinema at the 
Cultural Village Foundation (Katara) on August 4. The cinema 
will comprise four VIP Screens. The company said that the 
project will be a real addition to the movie theatres it operates, 
equipped with the latest technologies as well as other hi-tech 
equipment to keep the pace with the latest developments 
in the world of film entertainment, and to be an outlet and a 
special entertainment site for all citizens, residents and visitors 
in Qatar. The company announced that it has closed one of its 
cinema branches located in the Landmark Mall for operational 
reasons. (QNA)

Quick read

QNA
DOHA

HOSPITALS in the Gaza strip 
received a new batch of Pales-
tinian doctors on scholarship 
from the Qatar Red Crescent 
Society (QRCS) after they 
completed their training pro-
grammes and subspecialties 
in Jordan.

QRCS praised the success 
achieved by returning doc-
tors, whether their help in de-
veloping the medical service 
quality or their contributions 
in developing the local medi-
cal cadres according to in-
ternational health protocols. 
QRCS stressed its continued 
support for these quality pro-
grammes, which contribute to 
improving the medical servic-
es provided to patients by the 
Palestinian medical sector.

Director-General of Inter-
national Cooperation at the 

Palestinian Ministry of Health 
in the Gaza Strip Dr. Abdul-
Latif Al Hajj said that the 
ministry pays great attention 

to the doctor’s scholarship 
programme abroad which 
enhances the performance of 
medical sector workers de-

spite the exceptional and dif-
ficult circumstances imposed 
by the siege and the ongoing 
wars on the strip. He pointed 

out that the returning physi-
cians received special medical 
training in the best hospitals 
and medical centres in Jor-
dan, which was clearly re-
flected in the results of their 
surgeries that they provided 
to patients in governmental 
hospitals all over Gaza gover-
norates.

QRCS has supported a 
specialised medical education 
programme in the Gaza strip 
since 2009, which includes 
33 medical scholarships in 
Jordan with a total amount of 
QR 8,944,593. During this pe-
riod, doctors on scholarships 
studied medical specialties 
considered the neediest and 
scarce, to improve the medical 
services provided in Gaza hos-
pitals in many specialties such 
as neurosurgery, haematol-
ogy, oncology, interventional 
radiology, kidney diseases, 
endocrinology, and diabetes.

The promotional campaign also focuses on Qatar’s prepa-
rations for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 mega event

Gaza hospitals welcome a new batch of 
QRCS-sponsored Palestinian physicians

Katara organises 44 theatrical 
performances, receives 18,428
visitors after COVID-19 decline

QNA 
DOHA

THE Cultural Village Founda-
tion (Katara) contributed to the 
creation of an unprecedented 
theatrical movement from the 
beginning of 2022 and after the 
wave of COVID-19 declined, the 
Katara Cultural Index for the 
first half of 2021 has shown.

According to the index, Ka-
tara hosted 44 live theatrical 
performances, which received a 
large public turnout, estimated 
at 18,428 visitors. The capacity 
of the drama theatre hall is es-
timated at 430 people, and due 
to the audience’s thirst for this 
art, Katara organised two perfor-
mances per day for many theat-
rical works.

Director of Cultural Affairs 
and Events at Katara Khalid 
Abdul Rahim Al Sayed attrib-
uted this theatrical movement 
to the cooperation with strategic 
partners, including the Theater 
Affairs Center at the Ministry 
of Culture, in addition to the 
fact that Katara hosted the 34th 
Doha Theater Festival, organ-
ised by the Ministry of Culture 
from March 16 to 27, 2022.

The festival also featured 
many events, including five uni-
versity plays, three plays for civil 
troupes, three official seminars, 
eight practical seminars and a 
special theatrical show produced 
by the Theater Affairs Center un-

der the name ‘Star Theater’.
The festival included the cel-

ebration of World Theater Day, 
which falls on March 27 of each 
year and was held at the Katara 
Opera House.

Sayed pointed out that Kata-
ra continued its interest in chil-
dren’s theatre, as it held several 
artistic workshops within the 
summer programmes, includ-
ing a workshop to teach the art 
of puppetry, including hand 
and thread puppets, in addition 
to teaching motor expression, 
speech and facial expressions 
for children aged eight to 13 
years. He added that Katara also 
staged four plays within the Eid 
Al-Adha events, the first entitled 
‘Friends of Nature’, the second 
talked about forest animals, the 
third silent play, and the fourth 

related to the shadow fantasy 
theatre, including a parade of gi-
ant dolls.

The director of Cultural 
Affairs and Events at Ka-
tara stressed that the theatrical 
movement will continue with-
out interruption, as it planned 
to hold many theatrical events 
in November and December, 
which continue until the begin-
ning of 2023, including interna-
tional plays, in cooperation with 
the Ministry of Culture and the 
Tourism Authority, adding that 
the theatrical movement will 
include partnerships with Gulf 
and Arab countries.

Artist and Theater Director 
Saad Burshaid explained that 
the Cultural Village Foundation 
has become a source of radia-
tion at the cultural, artistic and 

intellectual levels, highlighting 
talented people in all aspects 
of creativity, as local theatre 
groups took advantage of the 
opportunities provided by Ka-
tara to meet with the audience.

He added Katara theatres 
are not opened only to the Qa-
tari theatre troupes but also to 
theatre groups from outside 
Qatar.

He reiterated that the part-
nership with the Theater Affairs 
Center at the Ministry of Culture 
reflected positively on the art 
of theatre and restored its old 
glow, and allowed theatergoers 
and those interested in the art to 
meet through seminars and lec-
tures to discuss their hopes and 
aspirations.

He added that the coopera-
tion also facilitated holding of 
many festivals, including the 
Doha Theater Festival and the 
university theatre, celebrating 
the 50th anniversary of the es-
tablishment of the Qatari The-
atrical Troupe and honouring 
theatre pioneers over the years.

Dr Hassan Rashid, a theatre 
critic, said Katara played a ma-
jor role in restoring the theatre 
to the front after a period of stag-
nation, stressing that the Cultur-
al Village Foundation succeeded 
in providing diverse theatrical 
creativity for adults and chil-
dren, and also hosted theatrical 
performances from outside the 
country.

Katara launches promotional 
campaign in Latin America 
for Qatari public diplomacy

QNA 
DOHA

THE Global Public Diplomacy 
Network led by Katara Cul-
tural Village on Wednesday 
launched the promotional 
campaign in Cuba for the Qa-
tari Public Diplomacy in Latin 
America, which will run until 
July 29. 

A host of diplomats, art-
ists, athletes and professional 
media specialists are par-
ticipating in this campaign 
to further recount the Qatari 
renaissance with its multi-
faceted aspects through new 
methodology that targets a 
wide spectrum of audiences 
in Latin American states.

The campaign is led by 
Secretary-General of the 
Global Public Diplomatic 
Network Engineer Darwish 
Ahmed Al Shaibani with the 
participation of Ambassador 
of Qatar to Cuba HE Jamal 
Nasser Al Bader, Ambassador 
of Cuba to Qatar HE Oscar 
Leon Gonzalez, the network 
Representative in the Cuban 
capital Havana Juan Anto-
nio Fernandez, Former Cu-
ban Ambassador to Qatar HE 
Emilio Caballero Rodriguez, 
Director of CIPI Dr Jose Ra-

mon Cabanas, in addition to a 
broad range of professionals 
operating in the field of diplo-
macy and media, sports and 
arts starts in Cuba.

In addition, major Cuban 
press institutions, media and 
television channels are partic-
ipating in this event to broad-
cast programmes pertaining 
to the comprehensive renais-
sance witnessed by Qatar and 
the accomplishments it has 
achieved in various fields, the 
historical and distinguished 
bilateral ties linking Doha 
and Havana.

The channels will also 
broadcast specialised films 
that demonstrate the initia-
tives launched by the Global 
Public Diplomacy Network, 
including its major role in 
strengthening ties between 
the member states in the net-
work, establishing bridges of 
communications between the 
peoples and communities in 
the world, in addition to its 
role in harnessing Qatar’s sta-
tus as attractive tourism, cul-
tural and sports destination.

The campaign primar-
ily spotlights the exceptional 
and gargantuan efforts be-
ing made by the state of Qa-
tar in providing events and 

activities that honor herit-
age and the civilised legacy 
in the country. The promo-
tional campaign also targets 
the preparations being made 
by the state of Qatar ahead of 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 
tournament.

In his remarks, Eng Shai-
bani said the public interna-
tional diplomacy in Qatar has 
unequivocally enhanced its 
high profile and proved its ef-
fective presence in the world 
through achieving a myriad 
of civilized and premium ac-
complishments in multiple 
fields, including economy, 
Media, sports, culture and 
education which were es-
sentially the most important 
accomplishments during the 
march of Qatari development 
and renaissance.

He indicated that the 
growing prosperity in the 
public diplomatic arena is 
primarily based on the major 
legacy of the Qatari diplomacy 
in several regional and inter-
national files that have been 
accomplished at the regional 
and international levels in the 
mediation between the con-
cerned parties, entities and 
countries through the neces-
sary convergence of views.

Katara theatres are open not only to Qatari theatre troupes but also 
to theatre groups from other countries.

QATAR Tourism’s ‘Summer in Qatar’ cam-
paign, which was launched in collabora-
tion with Qatar Airways and Ooredoo, has 
kicked off with a major success, having 
attracted hundreds of visitors from across 
the region to enjoy its three-day showcase 
of ‘Alice in Wonderland – Cirque Show’.

The popular show captivated audiences 
with an enchanting experience that im-
mersed them in the incredible adventures 
of Alice through musical theatre, modern 
ballet, circus, and acrobatic performances.

Two more not-to-be-missed shows 
are set to take place at the Lusail Multi-
purpose Hall starting July 21 showcas-
ing family-friendly live performances of 
well-loved stories. Tickets are now avail-
able for the award-winning ‘Aladdin and 
the Magic Lamp – Cirque Show’ (July 21-
23), set to entertain the whole family with 

mystery, fantasy, and magic. Also taking 
place at the Lusail Multi-purpose Hall 
will be ‘The Smurfs – Live on Stage’ (July 
28-30), which will see eight favourite 
Smurf characters come to life in a tale of 
magical adventure. Tickets for all shows 
start at QAR 145 and can be purchased at 

Tixbox.com, Virgin Megastore and Q-
Tickets.com.

Available this summer are also vari-
ous promo tours and daytrips that can be 
explored on the Visit Qatar website. The 
website features many experiences that 
cater to a range of interests, from nature 

retreats to retail escapes, private dining 
experiences and more.

The Visit Qatar website also includes 
promotional packages from hotels, where 
residents can explore attractive offerings 
that combine stays with dining, spa, and 
other options. All seasonal offerings can 

be found on the following link: https://
www.visitqatar.qa/intl-en/plan-your-
trip/travel-deals-offers.

For up-to-date information on events 
in Qatar, visit Qatarcalendar.com or fol-
low @qatarcalendar on Facebook and In-
stagram. (TNN)

First ‘Summer in Qatar’ cirque show draws hundreds of visitors across region
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General Hotel Management 
ltd (GHM), the inimitable crea-
tor of stylish hotels and resorts 
worldwide, has entrusted lead-
ing multidisciplinary design 
firm WaTG, and its interior de-
sign studio, Wimberly Interiors, 
with its third property in the 
GCC region, The Chedi Katara 
Hotel & resort in Doha. 

responsible for some of 
the world’s most iconic hospi-
tality landmarks, WaTG has 
drawn on its 77-year legacy to 
reimagine Doha’s luxury land-
scape with its interpretation of 
Mughal heritage with a touch 
of Ottoman influence. Sched-
uled to debut in november 
2022, The Chedi Katara will 
offer 59 elegantly-appointed 

rooms and suites as well as 32 
villas complemented by world-
class culinary concepts along 
the beachfront of the Katara 
Cultural Village.  

“For 30 years, GHM has in-
troduced the exquisite touches 
of asian hospitality to won-
drous destinations all over the 
world, melding refined luxury 
with the best of each locale’s of-
ferings. We recognised WaTG 
and Wimberly Interiors’ mas-
tery in honouring a sense of 
place and authenticity by seam-
lessly infusing sensory cues 
from the land and culture into 
beautiful design solutions,” said 
Tommy lai, chief executive of-
ficer of GHM. 

Sandwiched between desert 
and sea across a 66,000 sqm 
plot, the design of The Chedi 
Katara Hotel & resort is heav-

ily inspired by Mughal architec-
ture and features elements of 
Ottoman heritage. The hotel is 
comprised of 91 rooms, suites 
and villas in addition to five 
epicurean venues that include 
The restaurant, The lobby 
lounge, The Cigar lounge, The 
Beach Club and Marsa Katara. 
The hotel’s orientation offers all 
guestrooms, lounge, and res-
taurant areas with privileged 
views of the main pool and pri-
vate beach.

“With The Chedi Katara 
Hotel & resort, we kept in mind 
the architectural elegance of the 
locale and fused this with the 
avant-garde building’s design, 
materials and colours, with 
subtle but apparent injections 
of The Chedi’s rich legacy,” said 
Jeremy Heyes, senior vice pres-
ident, WaTG london. “The re-

sult is an authentic design that 
embodies the destination and 
breathes new life for all who en-
ters to relish.” 

From carefully detailed 
frame fretwork to ensuring pre-
cise accuracy behind the hotel’s 
figurative elements and mold-
ings, all design elements of The 
Chedi Katara were curated to be 
authentic to the fabric of Mughal 
design. The décor bears great 
arabic influence in both old and 
new. Inspired by an exploration 
trip to rajasthan in India, much 
of the façade is adorned with 
chhatris that is typical of tradi-
tional Indo-Islamic and Indian 
architecture. refined details 
carved out of stone were also 
specially made to splay across 
the palatial building. 

The epitome of understated 
luxury, the regal lobby lounge 

makes a charming centerpiece 
upon guests’ arrival. Fashioned 
out of a typical Mughal court-
yard, the lounge’s 10m high 
ceiling and walls adorned by 
original Mughal and Indian-
inspired artworks capture the 
grandeur of The Chedi Katara, 
alongside elegant hung tapes-
tries of Ottoman influence. a 
large window becomes a trans-
formative moving canvas fram-
ing the nearby sea, reminding 
guests of their impending stay 
in a tranquil oasis. The lounge 
opens to a balcony overlooking 
the main pool below and un-
blocked beach views.

Few changes were made to 
the property’s master plan to 
leverage on its unique location, 
which included its situation at 
the northern end of the famed 
Katara Cultural Village, nes-

tled between the arabian Gulf 
on one side and a canal on the 
other, allowing for dual acces-
sibility to the hotel from either 
within the village or from lusail 
expressway through the canal 
road. a public promenade in the 
original structure was removed 
to let guests wander along 
palm-lined courtyards and eas-
ily access the private beach to 
sunbathe. a separate stand-
alone signature pier restaurant, 
Marsa Katara, was constructed 
for indoor, outdoor, and private 
dining, made accessible by a 
long jetty ride across the azure 
blue waters. 

In tackling Qatar’s chal-
lenging climate, WaTG’s archi-
tects ensured that the property 
remains mostly enclosed and 
air-conditioned in its meticu-
lous planning. Glass screens 

are installed in areas typically 
left open to the elements in 
temperate conditions. Working 
with the Indian and Mogul de-
sign language, the screens were 
glazed to appear as authentic 
and close to the building’s origi-
nal architectural details rather 
than stand out as something 
visibly foreign. 

“We are thrilled to debut 
Doha’s new beachfront land-
mark that will showcase modern 
sophistication while remaining 
respectful of the majestic lus-
tre of its Mughal heritage. The 
Chedi Katara, which will bring 
GHM’s signature services and 
a Style to remember to life, 
is the ultimate compliment to 
the Qatari’s palatial lifestyle,” 
said Morton Johnston, General 
Manager of The Chedi Katara 
Hotel & resort. 
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Chief of Staff of Qatar Armed Forces Staff HE Lieutenant-General (Pilot) Salem bin Hamad bin Aqeel 
Al Nabit met with Commander of the US Air Forces Central Command Lieutenant-General Gregory 
Guillot, at the end of his tenure in his current position. During the meeting, the Chief of Staff thanked 
the commander for his accomplishments during his work, wishing him success in his future missions. 
The meeting was attended by a number of senior officers of the Qatar Armed Forces. (QNA)

Qatar Charity hosts Eid Al-Adha 
programme for ‘Future Leaders’
Tribune news neTwork

Doha

QaTar Charity organised an 
‘eid Joy’ event for its spon-
sored ‘leaders of the Future’ 
at its al rayyan Community 
Development Centre, bring-
ing joy and happiness to their 
hearts and their families on 
eid al-adha.

Through the ‘eid Joy’ 
event, Qatar Charity targeted 
100 male and female children 
in the age group of 6-10 years, 
who are sponsored by orphans 
inside Qatar, to create an en-
tertaining atmosphere to cel-
ebrate the feast and bring joy 
to them.

The event came as part of 
the activities accompanying 
the Qatar Charity campaign 
“Make them happy with your 
sacrifice” and in conjunction 
with eid al -adha, to spread 
the spirit of solidarity, affec-
tion and mercy, a tradition 
that Qatar Charity has been 
implementing annually, es-
pecially on festive occasions, 
which is a season of joy and joy 
awaited by young and old with 
eagerness and eagerness.

The events included many 
educational, cultural, aware-
ness-raising, and recreational 
activities and paragraphs, such 

as the skills and handicrafts 
corner, which are workshops 
through which children install 
models for the rituals of Hajj 
such as the Kaaba, and the in-
stallation of the sacrifice sheep 
model, drawing and designing 
greeting cards, and the move-
ment activities corner, sports 
games, educational paragraphs 
and competitions on the stage 
Presenting gifts to them, in ad-
dition to a special “henna” cor-
ner for future leaders.

Several participants in the 
event expressed their happi-
ness at participating and their 
joy in the activities included, 
where the student Mayassa 
Shafi al-Hajri said: The event 
was fun, through which I got 
acquainted with the rituals of 
Hajj and enjoyed the instal-
lation of models and partici-

pated in activities and compe-
titions. I hope that such events 
will continue.

In turn, the student Khalil 
Ibrahim said: I participated in 
the event which provided us 
with a space to play and have 
fun and brought us together 
with new friends, and provid-
ed a lot of information to me.

Umm Muhammad, the 
mother of one of the partici-
pants, she said: “We thank Qa-
tar Charity for these important 
programmes and activities, 
this event combined entertain-
ment, awareness, and instill-
ing educational and religious 
values through its various ac-
tivities.

She commended those in 
charge of caring for the spon-
sored “Future leaders” and 
added that they are always 

keen on making children 
happy, and engaged in finding 
programs that help them inte-
grate into society.

It is worth noting that Qa-
tar Charity, as part of the activ-
ities of the “Make them happy 
with your Udhiya  “ campaign 
and the tenth of Dhul Hijjah, 
carried out several entertain-
ment and cultural and aware-
ness activities directed at 
families and their children in 
conjunction with the sacrificial 
season, such as the “Hajj Jour-
ney”, which is a cultural and 
educational event for children 
and families, whose contents 
are designed in a way that at-
tracts beneficiaries from fam-
ily members so that children 
can learn the rituals of Hajj in 
an attractive manner suitable 
for children.

QU Computing Club
hosts first-of-its-kind
Summer Bootcamp

Tribune news neTwork
Doha

QaTar University’s Computing 
Club (QUCC) conducted a first-
of-its-kind Summer Bootcamp, 
in collaboration with Store974, 
to enhance the skills of the par-
ticipants and give them a hands-
on experience.

The bootcamp was launched 
on June 18 with its opening cer-
emony focusing on introducing 
the event to the participants and 
allowing the participants to net-
work with each other based on 
their interests.

The bootcamp offered three 
tracks for the participants to 
choose from depending on their 
interests – aI & Data Science, 
Web & app development, and 
robotics. These three tracks 
were offered based on the grow-
ing potential of these fields in 
the industry.

Participants took part in 
teams of three to four members 
each, who then competed with 
other teams over the course of 
three weeks from 18th June to 
9th July. The teams worked on 
projects of their choice and were 
mentored by industry-experi-
enced engineers as well as stu-
dents who guided them in their 
projects in addition to having 

provided workshops in their re-
spective tracks. The teams also 
presented their projects during 
progress meetings which were 
conducted weekly wherein they 
also received feedback from 
their mentors.

Throughout the duration of 
the bootcamp there was an ac-
tive leadership board wherein the 
rankings of each team could be 
viewed. The teams were ranked 
based on a number of factors 
such as presentation, features, ef-
ficiency of their projects, etc., all 
considered by the judges. Based 
on these criteria, the winners 
of the bootcamp were awarded 
with prizes during the closing 
ceremony from store974. Team 

‘meta2.0’ ranked third while 
team ‘while cool: code’ won the 
second prize and the first prize 
was bagged by team.”

Maab esam, a participant 
from team ‘while cool: code’ 
added that the bootcamp was 
“such a unique, eye-opening 
experience that broadens my 
horizons on the unlimited cool 
stuff that I can learn from the 
internet”.

With great effort by the en-
tire management team at QUCC, 
Summer Bootcamp 2022 came 
to an end with a closing ceremo-
ny on 9th of July with the pres-
ence of Timothy, the marketing 
manager of Store974, who spon-
sored the prizes for the winners. 

The Chedi Katara Hotel & Resort showcases a style to remember

Centara West Bay Hotel showcases 5-star 
amenities, welcomes global media team
Tribune news neTwork

Doha

CenTara West Bay Hotel & 
residences Doha welcomed a 
global leading media team to 
showcase the property’s 5-star 
services in support of the up-
coming FIFa World Cup 2022 
in Qatar, led by Sean Spinks, 
General Manager, and in col-
laboration with Supreme 
Committee’s Michael Gold-
stein.

The goal of this visit was 
to promote Qatar as a tour-
ist destination, to showcase 
hotel facilities with a focus 
on international travelers, 
safety, and affordability. It 
also intends to highlight ex-
ceptional hospitality and ser-
vices; the hotel is prepared to 
welcome global visitors to the 
FIFa World Cup in Qatar in 
2022. The media team rep-
resented leading global pub-
lications, which now recom-
mend Centara as a preferred 
hotel for visitors to Qatar.

Centara West Bay Hotel & 
residences Doha provides af-
fordable luxury with comfort-
able bedrooms, living and din-

ing areas, and well-equipped 
kitchens, making the hotel 
ideal for families, extended-
stay travelers, and the digital 

generation. enjoy services and 
offerings tailored to studios, 
one, two, three, and penthouse 
apartments.

CHIEF OF STAFF MEETS COMMANDER OF 
US AIR FORCES’ CENTRAL COMMAND
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TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

STUDENTS from Qatar won 
several awards at the 2022 
International SeaPerch Chal-
lenge under the mentorship 
of STEM experts from Texas 
A&M University at Qatar (Ta-
muq), a Qatar Foundation 
partner university. 

Team Oryx, which includ-
ed students from QF’s Qa-
tar Academy for Science and 
Technology, received the real-
world innovation award, while 
Team Falcons, which included 
students from Michael E De-
Bakey High School for Health 
Professions, won second place 
for the best team video. This 
is the first time that Qatar was 
being represented at the global 
competitions held in Mary-
land (USA).

The SeaPerch Challenge is 
part of an international STEM 
programme that focuses on 
the science and technologies 
behind ROVs (Remotely Op-
erated Vehicles), which are 
used in several industries and 
real-life applications, such as 
search and rescue, inspecting 
underwater pipelines or ex-
ploring shipwrecks. 

The students qualified for 
the international round af-
ter winning the Qatar round 
in a competition organised 

by Tamuq’s STEM team. The 
Seaperch Challenge was estab-
lished in Qatar in 2021 by Ta-
muq’s Dr Mohammed Gharib 
who is a member of the SeaP-
erch Regional Advisory Com-
mittee. Gharib developed the 
first ROV course for middle 
and high school students to 
expand knowledge within Qa-
tar’s youth and drive them to 
choose pathways to careers in 
STEM. He also mentored the 
students for the competition. 
The workshop equips students 
and teachers with new skills 
that will enable them to tackle 
technical and design challeng-

es while learning about ROVs.
Gharib said, “ROV tech-

nology became very essential 
in many global offshore-based 

industries. We are proud to 
teach the engineering and 
technology behind this topic 
to the young students. This 
will open the road form them 
for more deep learning during 
their college study, and hence 
be ready for the job market af-
ter graduation.”

Hamza Alhalabi, a Grade-
XI student at Michael E De-
Bakey School at Qatar, said, 
“As a diving enthusiast, I was 
very excited about this oppor-
tunity. I have seen the waste 
products on the seafloor, and 
it is a real challenge that we 
need to find solutions to. The 
innovation showcased at the 
competition was inspiring. 

I am grateful to Texas A&M 
University at Qatar for this 
opportunity; it was a fun way 
to learn about engineering 
design process and robotics 
concepts, and how it applies to 
real-world concerns.”

Abdulla AlDabbagh, Hux-
ley Lewis, Bayan Khraisheh, 
Jenna Darweesh, and Sirine 
Hammoudeh were part of 
Team Oryx, and Team Falcon 
included Hamza Alhalabi, 
Mohammed Elosta, Moham-
ed Abdulla, and Maryam Al-
Mansouri, and Maya Zarka.

Dr. Gregory Moncada, 
QAST director, said, “The 
SeaPerch programme intro-
duces students to numerous 

skills and challenges using 
underwater remotely operated 
vehicles.  Whether it is solder-
ing circuits or competing with 
others to perform underwater 
robotic tasks, this program de-
velops each student’s ability to 
design and engineer a unique 
craft, improve their teamwork 
and communication skills.  
Representing Qatar at an in-
ternational level was a proud 
moment for our students.”

The International SeaP-
erch Challenge is one of the 
several global competitions 
that STEM experts at Texas 
A&M Qatar mentored stu-
dents for over the past few 
years.

QF partner Tamuq mentors winning teams 
at 2022 International SeaPerch Challenge

QEERI at HBKU 
aims to maximize 
photovoltaic energy 
yield in the region

Halo Bakery & Café signs agreement as  
official operator of 2 food venues at QNL

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR Environment and Energy Research Institute 
(QEERI), part of Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU), 
has begun operating a new horizontal single-axis photo-
voltaic (PV) tracker (HSAT) system capable of providing 
real-world data for maximising solar energy generation 
in hot desert climates. The project is an initiative of the 
QEERI Solar Consortium, a collaborative research group 
involving QEERI, KAHRAMAA, and solar companies 
from across the globe. Using horizontal single-axis track-
ing (HSAT) technology, the 134-kW system is located at 
QEERI’s state-of-the-art Outdoor Test Facility (OTF) in 
Education City, close to its PV Reliability Lab, where the 
modules will be measured and tested in detail.

The HSAT system was provided by consortium mem-
ber Soltec, a Spain-based industry leader in large-scale 
solar tracking projects. Hanwha Q Cells, Maxeon Solar, 
TotalEnergies, and QEERI provided the PV modules for 
testing.

Dr. Veronica Bermudez, Senior Research Director at 
QEERI, said: “This is one of the world’s most significant 
HSAT research projects and we intend to capitalise on its 
capabilities to produce unique, valuable data to enhance 
Qatar’s solar energy capabilities. The deployment of the 
system is a milestone that also enables QEERI’s Energy 
Centre to further its research on optimising solar technol-
ogies for the challenges of desert conditions. We thank the 
members of the Solar Consortium for their support and 
sustained efforts that help to accelerate the renewable en-
ergy transition in Qatar and the region.”

The new system is designed with seven rows of track-
ers and 15 different kinds of PV modules. A unique feature 
is the different spacing between the tracker rows, which 
will help determine the optimal HSAT layout for local 
conditions. Additionally, the use of different PV modules 
will help determine which technologies perform best in 
Qatar’s heat, dust, and ground reflectivity. As part of that, 
the effects of different positions and quantities of modules 
on the trackers will be studied.

Dr. Marc Vermeersch, Executive Director of QEERI, 
commented: “With a total investment of approximately 
$450,000, the consortium’s operational strategy aims to 
demonstrate, validate, and accelerate the development of 
solar energy technologies that are suited to desert condi-
tions, in order to increase the PV energy yield for Qatar 
and the region.” Previous research by QEERI has shown 
that single-axis trackers in Qatar increase the annual en-
ergy production of one-sided PV modules by at least eight 
percent. The new project will focus on the energy increase 
from using two-sided (bifacial) PV modules – which pro-
duce solar power from both the front (direct sunlight) and 
back (albedo) of the panel. With the installation and op-
eration of the system now underway, QEERI has begun 
planning for stage 2. This phase will include data analysis, 
and enhancements to the HSAT PV tracker system. 

For more information on the research initiatives and 
projects at Qatar Environment and Energy Research In-
stitute, please visit qeeri.hbku.edu.qa

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

HALO Bakery & Café has 
signed an agreement as the of-
ficial operator of Safahat Cof-
fee Bar & Bakehouse, and the 
main restaurant at the Qatar 
National Library (QNL), the 
two food locations at the li-
brary, bringing its track record 
of operational excellence to the 
forefront once more.

Nejoud Al Jehani, founder 
and owner of Halo Bakery & 
Café, and Mohamed Al Nai-
mi, chief executive officer of 
AMLAK Holding, signed the 
agreement at a ceremony that 
took place at Qatar Foundation 
in February.

“This collaboration is 
one which is very close to my 
heart,” Jehani said. “As an 
Education City alumna and 

an advocate of Qatar Founda-
tion’s vision, I am honoured 
that Halo is now part of this 
ecosystem.” 

“Through this new inte-
grated collaboration, we aim 
to curate a space that entices 

taste buds and encourages 
open conversation and intel-
lectual knowledge transfer for 
all, while maintaining the in-
tegrity of QNL as Qatar’s cen-
tre of knowledge excellence,” 
Jehani added.

The new venture is in line 
with Halo’s mission to sup-
port the local ecosystem grow 
through exchange of knowl-
edge and experience. Halo is 
proud to support QNL’s val-
ues of Education and lifelong 
learning, Open Access, Equity, 
Diversity, Inclusion, and Ac-
cessibility.

Halo’s vision is to disrupt 
the local bakery scene by al-
lowing customers to indulge 
in a quality and unique experi-
ence through delicious, hand-
crafted and contemporary 
creations. Halo aims to operate 
each of the food venues to the 
highest standard and in line 
with each of their target mar-
kets. 

Safahat Coffee Bar & Bake-
house not only includes cus-
tomer favourites with bakery 
items but also new grab and go 

salads and sandwiches. 
Located in the state-of-the-

art Qatar National Library, Sa-
fahat caters to knowledge-hun-
gry library visitors and Qatar 
Foundation faculty members 
who are looking for an easy go-
to spot to have quality food and 
beverages. 

While QNL’s namesake 
restaurant introduces a crowd-
pleasing menu to cater to fami-
lies and students. Both food 
venues are open from Sunday 
to Thursday, 8am to 8pm and 
are available for delivery across 
Qatar Foundation through 
its exclusive partnership with 
Snoonu.

Since 2018, Halo has been 
operating in multiple major re-
tail outlets across the country 
with branches in the Pearl-Qa-
tar, the Gate Mall and Villaggio 
Mall.
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Students from Qatar pose with the country’s flag at the 2022 International SearPerch Challenge recently.
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DPA 
COLOMBO

SRI Lanka’s caretaker Presi-
dent Ranil Wickremesinghe 
was officially elected the coun-
try’s new head of state in a vote 
held by members of parlia-
ment on Wednesday, following 
weeks of mass protest.

W i c k r e m e s i n g h e , 
73, backed by the ruling Sri 
Lanka’s People’s Party, re-
ceived 134 votes to senior rul-
ing party legislator Dullas Ala-
happeruma’s 82 votes. A third 
candidate received three votes.

Wickremesinghe, who has 
also been serving as prime 
minister, now officially takes 
on the role of president.

He is one of the nation’s 
most experienced politicians, 
coming from a family of law-
makers and having served as 
prime minister a total of six 
times.

Wickremesinghe is to name 
a new prime minister after he is 
sworn in.

“I will expect the support 
of all parties including the op-
position to work together on a 
new strategy to fulfil the aspira-
tions of the people,” Wickrem-

esinghe told parliament after 
his election.

His most pressing issues 
will be addressing the fuel 
shortages that are causing 
lengthy queues at petrol sta-
tions, sparking protests across 
the island.

Wickremesinghe, the sole 
member from his party in par-
liament, was previously cho-
sen as prime minister after the 

previous holder of the post, 
Mahinda Rajapaksa, stepped 
down on May 9 amid a wave of 
violence.

Since then, Wickremesin-
ghe acted to address a shortage 
of gas to enable people to cook 
food and the lack of fertilizer 
supplies for agriculture.

As the political and eco-
nomic turmoil flared earlier 
this month, Wickremesinghe 

was named caretaker president 
after former president Gota-
baya Rajapaksa fled the coun-
try on July 13.

Rajapaksa was forced to 
resign after tens of thousands 
of people took to the streets to 
protest, angered by the coun-
try’s economic collapse.

Sri Lanka, an island state 
of some 22 million people, 
faces drastic shortages of fuel, 

food and medicine amid its 
most severe economic crisis in 
decades, due to a combination 
of mismanagement and poor 
policy decisions. The situation 
was exacerbated by the loss of 
tourism income due to the pan-
demic.

Heavy security was de-
ployed around the parliamenta-
ry complex during Wednesday’s 
vote though no demonstrations 
were organized.

Street protests waned after 
Rajapaksa fled the island na-
tion.

Most of the protesters who 
stormed the president’s office 
and the prime minister’s offi-
cial residence on July 9 left the 
locations last week.

It was unclear if Wickrem-
esinghe’s election would fur-
ther calm the unrest.

Protesters who campaigned 
for months against Rajapaksa 
also oppose Wickremesinghe 
as they see him as an ally of 
the former president and have 
vowed to keep demonstrating.

Sri Lanka has appealed to 
the International Monetary 
Fund for a bailout package, but 
the political turmoil has de-
layed the discussions.

Ranil Wickremesinghe elected 
president of crisis-hit Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka’s newly elected president Ranil Wickremesinghe (left) speaking with the army soldiers outside 
parliament building in Colombo on Thursday. (AFP)

ERBIL: Eight civilians were killed on Wednesday and 20 oth-
ers injured in a Turkish artillery shelling on a tourist resort in 
northern Iraq, a local official has said.

The attack struck the resort in the village of Parakh in 
Duhok province in Iraq’s autonomous region of Kurdistan, 
Dlashir Abdelsattar, a local official in a nearby village, told dpa. 
Most victims were tourists from Iraq’s central and southern 
villages, according to him. 

The Duhok health directorate confirmed that eight civilians 
were killed in the attack. 

Turkey bombarded Parakh twice, claiming that members 
of the banned Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) “were roaming 
the village,” Kurdish news portal Rudaw quoted Muhsin Bashir, 
mayor of Zakho of which Parakh is part, as saying. 

Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi had sent the 
foreign minister and a security team to the site of the shelling 
for an investigation, Iraq’s state news agency INA reported. In 
April, Turkey launched a new offensive in northern Iraq against 
the PKK, which Ankara considers a terrorist organization Tur-
key justified the operation saying it was protecting itself against 
terrorist attacks and it had the right to self-defence. (DPA)

Eight civilians killed, 20 wounded in 
Turkish shelling in Iraq, says official

News 
in brief

2,106 Afghan civilians killed, wounded 
after Taliban retook power: UN

ISLAMABAD: At least 700 civilians have been killed in Afghani-
stan since the Taliban seized power last August, the United 
Nations announced on Wednesday.

Another 1,406 were wounded during the same period, the 
UN diplomatic mission in the country said, in a new report 
outlining the human rights situation in Afghanistan over the 
past 10 months. 

According to the report, the civilian casualties were mainly 
caused by improvised explosive device (IED) attacks attributed 
to the Islamic State (IS) and unexploded ordnance. 

IS attacks targeted ethnic and religious minority communi-
ties, setting off explosives close to places where people go 
to school, worship and go about their daily lives. A number of 
civilians killed in a US drone attack ahead of their chaotic with-
drawal in August, plus airstrikes by Pakistani military forces in 
eastern Afghanistan in April, are also included in the report. 

Alongside civilian casualties, the UN also documented 
hundreds of cases of extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests, 
and detentions, as well as torture and ill-treatment carried out 
by the Taliban, the de facto authorities. 

The Taliban mainly targets former Afghan government 
officials and individuals accused of affiliation with political op-
ponents such as the Islamic State or an anti-Taliban National 
Resistance Front, the UN said. 

The report also highlights the Taliban crackdown on jour-
nalists, freedom of speech as well as severe restrictions on 
women and the harsh human rights situation. (DPA)

33% rise in US COVID deaths in a fortnight
DPA

WASHINGTON

THE number of people dying 
in the United States due to 
COVID-19 has increased by 
33% over the last two weeks, 
according to the New York 
Times. COVID-positive cases 

rose by 24% in the same pe-
riod.

With 153,535 new cases 
reporting on Tuesday, the 
total number of people in-
fected with coronavirus in 
the United States has risen 
to 89,836,337, as per Johns 
Hopkins University’s latest 

data.
A total of 593 additional 

deaths on the same day took 
the total US COVID-19 casu-
alties to 1,024,900.

California reported the 
most number of cases - 
52,468 – while Michigan re-
ported most deaths - 106. 

A total 86,861,939 people 
have so far recovered from 
the disease, the Worldometer 
tally shows, while 2,848 ad-
ditional deaths were reported 
globally on Tuesday, taking 
the total number of people 
who lost their lives due to the 
pandemic so far to 6,377,180.

More than 40,000 people 
are currently in US hospitals 
with the deadly virus, an in-
crease of 19% over the last 
two weeks. More than 4,600 
of these patients are admit-
ted in intensive care units, 
marking 19% rise in a fort-
night.



W
ith the FiFA World Cup 2022 
just months away, football fans 
across the globe are preparing 
to visit Qatar and be part of the 
biggest sporting event on the 

planet.
having local knowledge about Qa-

tar is valuable and the country’s diverse 
communities have proven ideal ambas-
sadors for fans planning to visit the coun-
try in November and December.

Argentinean Matias Freije has spent 
the last seven years in Qatar working as 
an equine veterinarian.  the father of 
three cannot wait for this year’s tourna-
ment and believes fans will love both the 
football and all of the country’s exciting 
tourist attractions.

How would you describe the life-
style here in Qatar?
i would describe it as very easygoing. 
it is very safe and a good place to raise 
children. it is also interesting, as i’ve dis-
covered new things that are different to 
our culture. We have met a lot of people 
who have a different way of living, so you 
learn about other cultures.

What do you most enjoy doing here 
in Qatar?
i am a sports lover, so i am able to take 
part in many different sports here. Eve-
rything is close, so you have access to 
so many different things. Even with the 
big sports events, we can get to see them 
easily. that is something i like – having 
everything in close proximity. Whether it 
is football, tennis or golf, you can easily 
book tickets and attend these events.

In your opinion, what are the 
‘must-see’ places to visit in Qatar?
We’ve had many visitors from Argentina 
and our usual plan is to visit the desert for 
dune bashing and camel riding, and also 
go to Souq Waqif, the traditional market 
place. We also visit the Corniche and Al 
Bidda Park, which is amazing now. the 
museums are also brilliant, and Katara 
and the Pearl are very nice. there are 
also many excellent beaches in the coun-
try. there is so much to discover in Qatar.

What football events have you had 
the opportunity to attend here in 

Qatar?
i remember the first match i attended 
here was a friendly involving inter Mi-
lan. i then went to the FiFA Club World 
Cup in 2019, which Flamengo played in. 
i’ve also gone to see Al Sadd many times, 
including Asian Champions League 
matches. During the FiFA Arab Cup, i 
watched a match at Stadium 974. the 
last match i attended was in March at 
Education City, which was a friendly in-
volving Croatia.

What advice would you give fans 
that are coming to Qatar for the 
FIFA World Cup?
it will be busy – but also easy for peo-
ple to get around, as everything is close 
by. Fans will need to have their hayya 
Card and accommodation before com-
ing. they will have the chance to attend 
a lot of matches, as they will be close to 
all the stadiums. Even if fans only come 

for a few days, there will be plenty for 
them to do.

Have many family and friends in 
Argentina been in touch with you 
about staying at your house during 
the FIFA World Cup?
Family and friends have been asking me 
about this for years! it is a long way for Ar-
gentineans, but of course, they will come 
from all over the world. i’m expecting my 
family to visit during the World Cup and 
i’m looking forward to hosting them.

Argentina will play their FIFA 
World Cup group matches at Lu-
sail Stadium and Stadium 974. Are 
you looking forward to taking in 
the atmosphere at these venues?
that first match against Saudi Arabia is 
going to be full of Argentinians and Sau-
dis, so i’m sure it will be a great experi-
ence. i’m excited to see Lusail because 

it is a very big stadium. Stadium 974 is 
a totally different stadium experience to 
what i’ve seen before. it is like being in 
a different place to a stadium – unusual 
but interesting at the same time.

How do you think Argentina will 
do at Qatar 2022? Can La Albice-
leste win a third FIFA World Cup 
title in the Middle East and Arab 
world?
Everybody in Argentina hopes we can 
win but the World Cup is not easy. You 
have to be at your best in every match 
and have a bit of luck as well. i hope 
we at least reach the final. i have high 
expectations, as we have a good team 
– not just good individual players. the 
head coach, Lionel Scaloni, has done a 
good job with the team and they have 
gained confidence. After winning the 
Copa America last year, they will be-
lieve that they can win the World Cup.
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The World’s Oldest Trees Can Outlive Anything Except Humans

Faye Flam 

W
hAt’S captured peo-
ple’s attention about the 
Washburn fire raging in 
Yosemite isn’t just its size 
or scope, but the fact that 

it threatens a giant Sequoia with 
a name, Grizzly Giant, and an ex-
treme age: it’s almost 3,000 years 
old.

the oldest trees have scien-
tific as well as sentimental value. 
there’s something alarming about 
the thought that anything hardy 
enough to live through multiple 
millennia could now be in trouble. 
As it turns out, climate change is 
not even the worst hazard the old-
est trees face.

trees possess a quality that hu-
mans had once attributed to gods: 
they don’t age. Or as forest ecologist 
Nathan Stephenson puts in a more 
scientifically accurate way, there’s 
a growing school of thought that 
trees don’t undergo senescence, a 
programmed slide toward decline 
and death that puts a limit on the 
lives of animals. “they die from 
accidents, like getting attacked by 
bark beetles, getting burned in a fire 
… getting infected by a pathogen,” 
said Stephenson, who is a scientist 

emeritus with the USGS Western 
Ecological Research Center.

Someone once did a calculation, 
he said, that if humans didn’t se-
nesce but only died when our luck 
ran out, the average lifespan would 
be about 700 years. Some unlucky 
people would die at 5, and some 
lucky ones would live thousands of 
years.

trees, including giant Sequoias, 
don’t have life expectancies of 3,000 
or more years. Most never survive 
the sapling stage, and of those that 
reach adulthood, most never get to 
their 1,000th birthday. But a few 
can last thousands of years.

the only way to ascertain the 
age of a living tree is to take a pen-
cil-thin section from the trunk and 
count the rings. While scientists 
can pick up clues about which trees 
are likely to be very old, it’s almost 
inevitable that the oldest tree in the 
world is growing in a remote spot 
— unmeasured, unknown and un-
named.

But among known trees, the 
oldest grow in an arid set of jut-
ting peaks called the White Moun-
tains, near California’s border with 
Nevada. they’re called bristlecone 
pines — mid-size trees, with gnarled 
branches that look like long-dead 

driftwood. the living bark and 
needles cover just a few strips and 
patches of the mostly dead wood. 
Bristlecones have been measured 
at ages close to 5,000 years, having 
sprouted from seeds when humans 
were just inventing writing on clay 
tablets.

the oldest ones take root in the 
harshest environments — the dri-
est, windiest, roughest mountains 
with the chalkiest soils — places in-
hospitable to predators, tree-eating 
beetles, tree-rotting microbes and 
smaller plants that might build up 
brushfire fuel.

the ones that live in nicer spots, 
such as the lower-elevation hills of 
Death Valley, are more vulnerable, 
and indeed, some of those are now 
dying, suffering from beetle in-
festations and other side effects of 
human-generated climate change.

the very oldest trees are good at 
standing up to changes in climate 
— that’s one of their superpowers — 
but there are some threats that even 
they can’t endure.

the world’s oldest recorded 
tree, called Prometheus, was killed 
in 1964. A scientist tried to take a 
core sample using drill called an 

increment borer. When the in-
strument got stuck in the tree, the 
researcher called the Forest Ser-
vice for help. they said there were 
plenty of old trees like this one and 
called in a crew with a chainsaw to 
cut it down. After the fact, the sci-
entist, who was a graduate student 
at the time, counted the rings and 
discovered to his horror that it was 
nearly 5,000 years old. they’d just 
chopped down the world’s oldest 
tree.

the current oldest living tree, a 
bristlecone called Methuselah, en-
dured the extraction of a tree ring 
core without harm, but spent years 
getting torn apart by tourists want-
ing a piece of bark. Now scientists 
try to keep its location secret.

Similar problems afflict a tree 
in Chile called Alerce Milenario, 
a cyprus scientists recently an-
nounced as a new contender for 
the world’s oldest tree. it’s not the 
official record holder yet because 
it’s rotten and has lost some of its 
rings, and so the scientists had to 
estimate its age, which they claim 
is around 5,400 years. Alerce Mile-
nario is a charismatic giant tree and 
attracts tourists who are trampling 
its roots. Climate change it can 
handle, but it’s not adapted to be-

ing loved to death.
And for the giant Sequoias, 

there’s another threat. Stephenson 
said that the trees are well adapted 
to a natural cycle of fire, but not to 
the kinds of megafires that result 
when humans suppress fire for dec-
ades, allowing an explosive buildup 
of small trees, brush and other fuel. 
When those finally catch, flames 
can rise more than 100 feet and 
burn the crowns. he said fires have 
killed 13% to 19% of all the giant Se-
quoias in the last few years alone. 
Our current period of global warm-
ing and Southwestern drought are 
also contributing risk factors for 
megafires.

And of course, global warming 
is cause for alarm even if it spares 
the toughest, oldest trees. the more 
enduring threat of climate change is 
the collapse of complex ecosystems. 
it will leave us in a diminished 
world, a world less able to provide 
food and clean water to billions of 
humans. the most weather-hard-
ened gods, looking down from their 
Olympus, won’t miss us.

 (Faye Flam is a Bloomberg 
Opinion columnist covering 
science. She is host of the “Fol-
low the Science” podcast.)

ON Saturday, an armed St Louis resident on a bath-
room break at a St Charles Quiktrip shot and 
killed a knife-wielding robber, possibly saving the 

life of a store clerk. On Sunday, at an indianapolis-area 
shopping mall, another armed civilian shot and killed 
a gunman who had just killed three others and could 
have killed more.

While both are cases of demonstrable courage and 
heroism, and might appear to vindicate the National 
Rifle Association’s much-touted “good guy with a gun” 
theory of addressing America’s violence epidemic, the 
triumphant chorus from some quarters should look 
at the facts. A New York times analysis last month of 
how most active-shooter crises end drives home what 
a lightning strike these scenarios are. And the outra-
geous new details about the hundreds of good guys 
with guns (and badges) who failed for more than an 
hour to stop the grade school massacre in Uvalde, tex-
as, is instructive.

the times looked at all 433 active-shooter inci-
dents in America between 2000 and 2021. Even that 
sobering statistic is deceptively rosy, because it hides 
how sharply the annual number of active-shooter 
cases has been climbing in recent years — from 13 in 
2011, to 61 last year. it goes without saying that no 
other advanced country in the world has numbers 
anything like this.

the newspaper’s analysis found that the most 
common way in which those 433 active-shooter emer-
gencies ended was with the attacker leaving the scene, 
which happened 113 times. that was followed by the 
attacker committing suicide (110 times), police shoot-
ing the attacker (98 times), bystanders subduing the 
attacker (42 times) and police subduing the attacker 
(33 times).

And how many times did a random armed by-
stander end the crisis by shooting the attacker? Of the 
433 incidents, that’s how it ended just 15 times — and 
three of those interveners were off-duty police offic-
ers. (Another seven incidents were ended by shootings 
from security guards, which isn’t the same thing as a 
random bystander doing it.)

None of this is to minimize the actions of the two 
citizens who intervened in St Charles and in indiana. 
that heroism was real, and it’s possible that, had either 
citizen not been armed, more lives could have been lost.

But it begs the question of how this country arrived 
at a moment in which Americans are so routinely armed 
that not only are mass shootings numbingly common, 
but when they start, one small part of what sometimes 
ends them (in about 3.5% of incidents) is that someone 
else on the scene happens to be armed as well.

this is the result of a country having more guns 
than people with few commonsense restrictions. to 
accept the good-guy-with-a-gun solution is to accept 
all the deaths that this rare scenario doesn’t prevent. 
including those of the 19 children of Uvalde, whose 
“good guys” failed them — but whose country failed 
them first.

Two Interventions 
By Armed Citizens 

Are Exceptions 
That Prove The 
Somber Rule
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Megafires scorching the American West are threatening giant sequoias that have survived for thousands of years.  
But the wildfires aren’t the only threats they face

Argentinean Matias Freije has spent the last seven years in Qatar working as an equine veterinarian.
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THE European Commission 
proposed on Wednesday 
mandatory gas-saving targets 
for all EU member states if 
supplies deteriorate to a crisis 
level to counter Russian cut-
off threats.

“We have to prepare for 
a potential full disruption 
of Russian gas, and this is a 
likely scenario,” said Ursula 
von der Leyen, president of 
the commission, in a Brussels 
press conference.

Mounting EU concerns 
over energy supplies, espe-
cially gas, have increased as 
Russia throttled deliveries in 
recent months amid the war 
in Ukraine, viewed as retalia-
tion for Western sanctions.

Deliveries of Russian gas 
to the European Union were 
30% below the average levels 
sent over the past five years. 
Twelve EU member states are 
already suffering disruptions 
of supplies, the commission 
said.

The mandatory gas-sav-
ing targets are part of com-
mission plans to maintain 
enough supplies of gas to get 
households, businesses and 
industries in the bloc through 
the winter.

Compulsory gas rationing 
also allows EU countries to 
deliver emergency supplies to 
each other to make up poten-
tial shortfalls should a mem-
ber state run low.

As part of this, the EU ex-
ecutive is calling on member 
states to voluntarily reduce 

their gas consumption be-
tween August 1, 2022 and 
March 31, 2023 by at least 
15% compared to average 
consumption levels in the pe-
riod over the last five years.

The commission set a uni-
form target for each EU coun-
try to meet as it “is the sim-
plest, fastest, fairest and also 
most transparent way for-
ward,” EU Climate Commis-
sioner Frans Timmermans 
said.

In the event of a gas emer-
gency in the bloc, the EU ex-
ecutive arm wants to impose 
compulsory targets if volun-
tary measures are deemed 
insufficient.

These binding targets are 
to be triggered after the com-
mission declares an alert level 
either independently or fol-
lowing a request from at least 
three EU countries.

However the EU ex-
ecutive arm will not instruct 
EU countries “which meas-
ures they need to take” to 
achieve this, EU Energy 
Commissioner Kadri Simson 
said, deferring to national 
authorities to manage their 
economies. Supplies of lique-
fied natural gas (LNG) and 
storage levels in gas reserve 
may also inform a decision 
to raise compulsory targets 
above 15%, according to the 
proposed legislation.

Commission guidelines 
exempt households, hospitals 
and schools from gas ration-
ing measures should compul-
sory saving targets be intro-
duced with industry the main 
focus of cut backs.

DPA
LONDON 

RISHI Sunak and Liz Truss will bat-
tle it out over the coming weeks to 
be Britain’s next prime minister.

The former chancellor and the 
foreign secretary finished in the top 
two places after five rounds of voting 
by Conservative members of parlia-
ment (MPs), with Penny Mordaunt 
eliminated from the race after a bit-
ter contest in Westminster.

Sunak, the frontrunner 
throughout the parliamenta-
ry leg of the contest, received 
137 votes in the final round  
of voting. Truss won 113 votes, nar-
rowly pushing Mordaunt into third 
place on 105.

Sunak and Truss will now face 
a campaign to win the votes of Tory 
members, with the result of the con-
test announced on September 5.

The winner is expected to re-
place Boris Johnson as prime min-
ister the following day.

Mordaunt had been second in 
all previous rounds of voting, but a 
late surge by Truss cost her a place 
on the ballot.

The foreign secretary gained 
27 votes, Sunak put on 19 while 
Mordaunt could only gain an extra 
13 supporters. Bookmakers have 
made Truss the favourite to win the 
contest in the country, but Sunak 
said he was best placed to beat La-
bour’s Keir Starmer at the next elec-
tion. He said: “We need to restore 
trust, rebuild the economy and reu-
nite our country.

“I’m confident that we can do 
that and we’ve got a really positive 

message to take out to all our mem-
bers now - crucially, who is the best 
person to beat Keir Starmer and the 
Labour Party at the next election? “I 
believe I’m the only candidate who 
can do that.” 

Truss said: “I am excited to now 
take to the country to make the case 
to the Conservative Party about my 
bold new economic plan that will 
cut taxes, grow our economy and 
unleash the potential of everyone in 
our United Kingdom.

“As prime minister I would hit 
the ground running from day one, 
unite the Party and govern in line 
with Conservative values.” The two 
candidates are expected to go head 
to head in a TV debate on Monday 
night and take part in a series of 
hustings.

Previous debates saw them 
fiercely clash with each other and 
some Tories fear the damage fur-
ther public rows will cause to the 

party.
Mordaunt congratulated her 

two rivals and said: “I pay tribute 
to anyone who puts themselves for-
ward for such a demanding role.

“Politics isn’t easy.
“It can be a divisive and difficult 

place. “We must all now work to-
gether to unify our party and focus 
on the job that needs to be done.” In 
his final Prime Minister’s Questions 
appearance, Boris Johnson offered 
advice to his successor and what ap-
peared to be a swipe at his former 
chancellor.

The prime minister has not pub-
licly backed any of the candidates, 
but some of his closest allies have 
supported Ms Truss.

Sunak has said further tax cuts 
could only be delivered when infla-
tion is under control and the pub-
lic finances allow it, but Truss has 
pledged to “start cutting taxes from 
day one.” 

DPA
ATHENS/ROME

DEATHS and injuries were re-
ported in Europe on Wednes-
day as firefighters battled blazes 
in Greece, Portugal, France and 
Italy, amid dry conditions and a 
blistering heatwave in Europe.

In Portugal, firefighters are 
struggling to contain 25 major 
and minor wildfires burning 
throughout the nation, Civil 
Defence ANEPC said.

The worst are two fires 
in Chaves and Murça, in the 
Vila Real district east of Porto, 
where at least three people 
died and 223 were injured, six 
of them seriously, the Civil De-
fence ANEPC said.

Some 1,055 people have 
been evacuated, though the 
900 emergency personnel are 
making significant progress in 
containing the fires, the agency 
said.

A months-long drought 
coupled with strong winds is 
exacerbating the problem and 
contributing to the wildfires’ 
spread. Some 98% of the coun-
try is struggling with a severe 
drought, according to Portu-
guese Institute of Sea and At-
mosphere (IPMA) data.

Temperatures are also soar-
ing to 47 degrees in some places 
that have suffered severe heat 
since early July.

Officials say the extreme 
weather may be causing excess 
deaths, with 1,063 more people 
dying in the period between 
July 7 and July 18 than during 
the same period last year, the 
Health Ministry said.

It is unclear, however, 
whether the higher mortality 
is related to the heat, as more 
people in Portugal died in June 

than during the same month 
last year, even without higher 
temperatures.

In Greece, a large blaze 
in Athens continued to burn, 
with flames reaching residen-
tial areas and scorching homes, 
though firefighters reported 
progress later in the day.

Three firefighters and nine 
residents suffered mild inju-
ries and were taken to hospital 
with breathing difficulties, state 
broadcaster ERT reported.

Seven localities and a chil-
dren’s hospital had to be evacu-
ated. Thick brown plumes of 
smoke could be seen early on 
Wednesday from almost all 
parts of Athens. Parts of the 
motorway linking the city to the 

airport were shut due to limited 
visibility.

Planes and helicopters are 
being used to contain the fires 
blazing in the shadow of Mount 
Pentelicus, which has damaged 
houses and caused injury to 
residents and firefighters.

Later, Greek fire brigade 
spokesperson Ioannis Artopoi-
os said “the situation is a bit 
better,” in comments to broad-
caster Skai. He added that the 
emergency services were seek-
ing to “surround” numerous 
patches still burning to douse 
them completely.

Meanwhile in Italy, hun-
dreds of people in a Tuscan 
community had to be evacu-
ated as a large wildfire spread 

across more land.
More than 100 firefighters 

continued to battle the fire, of-
ficials said, with 500 residents 
in the Tuscan community of 
Massarosa brought to safety in 
recent hours. Video from over-
night showed flames threaten-
ing homes and racing up trees, 
as several fire fronts expanded 
due to strong winds.

From the air, four firefight-
ing aircraft and a helicopter are 
supporting the ground efforts, 
in an operation that began on 
Sunday.

Tuscan Governor Eugenio 
Giani tweeted that some gas 
tanks engulfed in the blaze ex-
ploded.

A further fire was reported 

in Florence.
For weeks now firefighters 

have been battling forest and 
bush fires throughout the coun-
try. Many have been caused by 
human negligence or arson, 
and then exacerbated by dry 
conditions and wind.

Firefighters were also bat-
tling a forest fire near the Ital-
ian-Slovenian border in the 
municipality of Doberdò, south 
of Gorizia, officials said. Images 
showed thick clouds of smoke 
billowing out of the woods. A 
section of motorway near Mon-
falcone, between Triest and 
Venice, had to be closed.

Parts of the islands of Sicily 
and Sardinia have been placed 
on the highest wildfire alert 
level. In France, two major 
wildfires were spreading in the 
southern part of the Atlantic 
coast, despite the efforts of fire-
fighters who have been battling 
the flames for the past week.

The fires spread to burn a 
further 300 hectares late on 
Tuesday, Gironde officials said.

A total of 20,600 hectares 
of land has burned near Landi-
ras and Teste-de-Buch, south of 
Bordeaux.

Strong winds and droughts 
in some areas are fanning other 
fires in France, including in 
Brittany, where a wildfire tore 
through more than 1,700 hec-
tares of forest near Brasparts. 
Hundreds of people had to be 
brought to safety.

The heatwave is also affect-
ing Britain. Dozens of trains 
were cancelled or delayed 
across England on Wednesday 
because of problems caused by 
the extreme heat that came a 
day after record temperatures 
were registered throughout the 
country.

Europe suffers deaths, injuries, 
evacuations as fires rage in south

A view of burnt car where two people reportedly lost their lives trying to flee the flames during a wildfire, in 
the village of Penabeice in Murca, north of Portugal, on Wednesday. (AFP)

Sunak, Truss to face off in 
race to be Tory leader, PM

DPA
ROME

THE centre-right parties in Ital-
ian Prime Minister Mario Draghi’s 
broad-based coalition continued to 
insist on Wednesday that they would 
no longer cooperate with the Five 
Star Movement (M5S) in a renewed 
Draghi government.

The move appeared to jeopard-
ize the chances of Draghi staying on 

as prime minister.
The group head of the far-right 

Lega party, Massimiliano Romeo, 
said its representatives would sup-
port Draghi only if he formed a gov-
ernment without M5S. Otherwise 
the Lega would back fresh elections.

Draghi, who offered his resigna-
tion last week after the coalition fell 
apart, earlier on Wednesday told the 
upper house of the Italian parlia-
ment that he was prepared to stay 

on as prime minister, provided that 
the feuding coalition parties united 
behind him.

“I’ve never been so proud to be 
an Italian,” the 74-year-old states-
man, who is not a member of any 
of Italy’s political parties, told the 
senate. But he added: “A new pact 
of trust that is sincere and correct is 
needed, like the one that has so far 
allowed us to change this country for 
the better.” 

Draghi’s attempts to stay as Italian PM jeopardised

File pictures of Liz Truss (left) and Rishi Sunak. (AFP)

EU Commission 
unveils gas crisis 
plan to counter 
Russian cut-off risk
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QATAR, represented by the 
Qatar Civil Aviation Author-
ity, participated in the high-
level meeting on the feasibility 
of a Long-term Aspirational 
Goal for International Avia-
tion CO2 Emissions Reduc-
tions (HLM-LTAG) at the 
International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) head-
quarters in Montreal, Canada, 
from July 19-22, 2022.

Qatar was represented 
at the meeting by Moham-
med Faleh Al Hajri, who is in 
charge of running the work of 
Qatar Civil Aviation Authority.

In his speech, Al Hajri 
reviewed the efforts of the 
Civil Aviation Authority in 
the sphere of  environmental 
protection, and explained that 
Qatar has placed environmen-
tal development as one of the 
four main pillars of Qatar Na-
tional Vision 2030, stressing 
that achieving this vision is a 
national responsibility.

Al Hajri also praised the 
role of the organisation, the 
council, the advisory com-
mittee on climate change and 
the work teams for the ef-

forts made, reiterating Qatar’s 
commitment to work with the 
organisation to confront com-
mon environmental challenges 
and achieve the goals sought 

by the civil aviation sector.
The meeting discusses 

scenarios for reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions, as well as 
means of implementation and 

monitoring of progress before 
concluding its work by devel-
oping recommendations.

Qatar is an active member 
of the organisation, as well 

as the Committee on Avia-
tion Environmental Protec-
tion (CAEP) at ICAO and the 
Long-Term Aspirational Goal 
Task Group (LTAG-TG).

Environmental protection one of the four main pillars of Qatar National Vision 2030: Hajri 

Qatar participates in meet to 
discuss ways to reduce CO2 
emissions in aviation sector

Qatar was represented at the meeting by Mohammed Faleh Al Hajri, who is in charge of running the work of Qatar Civil Aviation Authority.

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

THE Business Year (TBY), a 
global media group that has 
been providing investors, busi-
nesses, and governments with 
first-hand insights into the 
world’s most dynamic markets 
for over a decade, has been pre-
sent in Qatar for eight consecu-
tive years, alongside a promi-
nent presence across the GCC 
since 2012. After a year-long 
period of research and analy-
sis, TBY is preparing to launch 
The Business Year: Qatar 2022, 
World Cup Special Edition.

The report will launch in 
partnership with the Minister 
of Commerce and Industry, 
the Qatari Businessmen As-
sociation, and the Qatari Busi-
nesswomen Association.

The publication comes 
at a crucial time for Qatar 
as it gears up to play host to 
the 2022 FIFA World Cup. 
The country has also recently 
emerged from a regional cri-
sis that saw its borders block-
aded, successfully navigated 
the pandemic, and is now 
engaging with Europe to en-
sure energy security in the 
face of Russian aggression in 
Ukraine.

It is in this climate that 
TBY’s research was carried 
out. Upon release, the publi-
cation will feature interviews 
with around 150 business 
leaders from across the econo-

my. Key areas of focus will in-
clude the impact and legacy of 
the World Cup, the evolution 
of the financial ecosystem, the 
energy transition embodied by 

the rebranding of Qatar Petro-
leum to Qatar Energy, the lat-
est developments at the North 
Field Expansion project, and 
the evolving role of women in 
the local economy.

The Business Year: Qatar 
2022, World Cup Special Edi-
tion will be available digitally 
this August via thebusiness-
year.com, PressReader, and 
Google Books. It will also be 
available for users of Bloomb-
erg Terminal, Refinitiv Ei-
kon, Dow Jones Factiva, and 
FactSet. The physical edition 
will be officially launched at 
the Qatar Investment Summit 
2022 in Doha this September.

The Business Year 
to focus on 2022 
FIFA World Cup in 
its eighth edition

Special edition 
● The report will launch in 
partnership with the Minister 
of Commerce and Industry, 
the Qatari Businessmen 
Association, and the Qatari 
Businesswomen Association.

● The World Cup Special 
Edition will be available 
digitally this August via 
thebusinessyear.com, 
PressReader, and Google 
Books.

SATYENDRA PATHAK
DOHA

CONTINUING its gain for the fourth 
consecutive trading session, the 
main index of the Qatar Stock Ex-
change (QSE) logged its biggest in-
traday gain since May 2019 at 3.4 
percent, with all sector indices clos-
ing in the positive territory

Qatar Stock Exchange (QSE) 
index gained 408.17 points, or 3.37 
percent, to close trading at 12,537.58 
points on Wednesday. The QSE out-
performed all other stock markets 
in the Gulf that also ended higher 
on Wednesday as recession fears 
ebbed, extending a rebound from 
the recent selloff triggered by cen-
tral banks globally raising interest 
rates to tame inflation.

The volume of QSE shares 
traded increased to 270,988,126 
on Wednesday from 79,819,738 on 
Tuesday and the value of shares in-
creased to QR768.733 million from 
QR286.723 million on Tuesday.

The day saw QSE’s market 
capitalisation rise almost QR25 
billion from QR669.391 billion to 
QR695.552 billion at the close of the 
tarding session.

“The Qatari market rose strong-
ly, boosted by company earnings 
and strong domestic fundamentals,” 
a news agency quoted EA Trading 
CEO Eman Al Ayyaf as saying.

 “Natural gas prices have also 
improved this month helping stop 
the decline of the main index,” Al 
Ayyaf said.

Most stocks closed in the posi-
tive territory including the Gulf re-
gion’s biggest lender, Qatar Nation-
al Bank, which was up 5.3 percent.

Among other gainers, Ooredoo 
surged 9.2 percent. The telecommu-
nications firm is in talks to sell its 

Myanmar unit in what would mark 
the exit of the country’s last foreign 
telecoms operator, a news agency 
reported on Wednesday, citing two 
people familiar with the matter.

Ooredoo is the last majority 
foreign-owned telecoms company 

in Myanmar after Norway’s Telenor 
exited in March.

The day saw all the seven sector 
indices make impressive gains with 
the telecom sector leading the gains.

The telecom sector, which gained 
over 7 percent on the back of a more 
than 9 percent gain in its main con-
stituent Ooredoo, was the best per-
forming sector index for the day.

The industrial sector, which 
gained 4.36 percent, was the sec-
ond best performing sector index 

for the day. Gains in the industrial 
sector were mainly driven by over 5 
percent gain in its main constituent 
Industries Qatar. Estithmar Hold-
ing and Qatar Aluminum Manufac-
turing Company (Qamco) rose the 
maximum 10 percent daily limit. 
Gulf International Services (GIS) 
also gained more than 7 percent to 
lift the index higher.

The banks and financial sector, 
which gained 3.27 percent, played 
a vital role in lifting the main index 

higher. All stocks listed in the bank-
ing index except Qatar First Bank 
made gains during the day. Inma 
Holding, which gained more than 9 
percent, was the best performer in 
this sector.

Other indices also closed in the 
green. The QSE Total Return In-
dex gained 3.37 percent to close 
at 25,681.03 points, while QSE Al 
Rayan Islamic index increased 3.57 
percent to reach 5,251.59 points and 
QSE All Share Index was up 3.37 
percent to 4,000.48 points.

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s 
benchmark index advanced 0.9 
percent, led by a 0.7 percent rise in 
Retal Urban Development Company 
and a 1.3 percent gain in Saudi Brit-
ish Bank.

Dubai’s main share index added 
0.8 percent, with top lender Emir-
ates NBD rising 2 percent. Abu Dha-
bi shares finished 1 percent higher, 
driven by a 1.5 percent rise in the 
country’s biggest lender, First Abu 
Dhabi Bank. The United Arab Emir-
ates’ economy grew by an estimated 
8.2 percent in the first quarter, 
buoyed by higher oil production, the 
central bank said on Wednesday.

Outside the Gulf, Egypt’s blue-
chip index closed 0.8 percent higher. 
The Egyptian bourse hit its lowest in 
nearly six years earlier this month 
as the country has come under pres-
sure because of a sharp slide in for-
eign portfolio investor holdings and 
rising costs of key commodity im-
ports, especially since Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine.

QSE jumps over 400 points 
to outperform Gulf markets 
QSE’s market capitalisation rises almost QR25 billion- from QR669.391 billion to QR695.552 billion- at the close of trading on Wednesday

The volume of QSE shares traded increased to 270,988,126 on Wednesday from 
79,819,738 on Tuesday and the value of shares increased to QR768.733 million 
from QR286.723 million on Tuesday.
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compact commercial vehicle

Abdullah Abdulghani & Bros launches all-new Toyota Lite Ace
Tribune news neTwork

Doha

AbdullAh Abdulghani & bros. 
Co. (AAb), the distributors for 
Toyota vehicle in Qatar launched 
the all-new Toyota lite Ace at a 
function held in the Toyota Show-
room in Al Abdulghani Tower. 
The launch event was attended by 
RK Murugan, CEO, along with top 
management of AAb.

Further building on its com-
mitment to creating mobility for 
all and providing greater peace of 
mind for customers, Toyota has 
revealed the new lite Ace in Qa-
tar. Pairing ample capacity and 
easy loading with fuel economy, 
the highly practical vehicle is set to 
redefine the Qatar’s compact com-
mercial vehicle segment. 

The launch underlines Toyo-
ta’s focus on introducing vehicles 
that are not only equipped with 
a host of functional features, but 
also meet the growing demands of 
the brand’s discerning consumers. 
The new Toyota lITE ACE caters 
to a wide range of customers, in-
cluding fleet businesses in need of 
compact commercial vehicles and 
last-mile delivery service provid-
ers in the region’s flourishing e-
commerce market. With a 750-kg 
payload, 3.4 m3 of load space, and 
sliding doors on both sides, the 
vehicle offers outstanding loading 
capacity and comfort with practi-
cal and reliable performance. 

Masaharu Tezeni, Chief Engi-
neer of the new vehicle, said: “The 
new Toyota lite Ace is on its way. 
Its reliability is highly valued by 
loyal customers in regions where 
it has already been introduced. We 
are confident businesses across the 
Middle East will also embrace the 
new vehicle’s many advantages. 
With features such as the power-
ful, economic engine and the sus-
pension that provides a balance 
between increased stability when 
loaded and outstanding ride com-
fort, the new Toyota lite Ace rep-
resents a complete solution for the 
safe, seamless, and cost-effective 
transportation of cargo.” 

Kei Fujita, Chief Representa-
tive, Middle East and Central Asia 
Representative  Office, Toyota Mo-
tor Corporation, said: “We are 
delighted to launch the new Toy-
ota lite Ace in the region, which 
brings new levels of practicality, 
reliability, and efficiency to the 

compact commercial segment. de-
signed for those looking for ample 
loading capacity and passenger 
comfort, the Toyota lite Ace offers 
a high degree of utility and greater 
peace of mind for drivers and busi-
nesses. I would like to thank our 
loyal customers in the region for 
their constant support and inspi-
ration, which continue to motivate 
us to create ‘ever-better’ cars.” 

The new Toyota lite Ace has 
been designed to maximize load-
ing capacity in a compact, easy-
to-maneuver vehicle, while pro-
viding a comfortable driver and 
passenger experience. The front 

pillars are angled to create extra 
head clearance and more comfort-
able driving space, while the body 
features short overhangs that of-
fer an outstanding field of vision 
at both the front and sides of the 
vehicle. low steps just 425 mm in 
height enable smoother cabin en-
try, with a roomy foot area. Moreo-
ver, the placement of the gear shift 
lever next to the steering wheel 
also facilitates easy access to the 
front passenger seat. The vehicle’s 
large lEd rear combination lamps 
enhance visibility for vehicles 
traveling behind in poor weather 
conditions, such as rain and fog, 

contributing to a safer driving ex-
perience. 

The cockpit is designed to 
provide enhanced operability and 
visibility, creating greater con-
venience and peace of mind for 
the driver. Switches are located 
where they can be easily seen and 
reached from the driving position, 
while ample storage spaces are 
provided in various locations that 
prioritize usability. The comforta-
ble seat positions offer a wide field 
of view for stress-free driving, with 
reclining and sliding seats help-
ing reduce driver tiredness. The 
electric power steering also comes 

as standard to alleviate the driv-
ing burden. Additional features 
include manual air conditioning, 
power door locks and windows, a 
wireless door lock remote control, 
door grips and assist grips, and a 
dC12V/120W accessory socket. 

With a low floor height of 620 
mm and a spacious rear door en-
trance, the Toyota lite Ace makes 
it easy to load and unload cargo 
from the hold. The vehicle also 
features large, 815-mm sliding 
doors on both sides, enabling us-
ers to load and unload cargo even 
in tight spaces. The square-shaped 
space is designed to allow the car-

go to be loaded right to the cor-
ners. With a maximum length of 
2,075 mm and a height and width 
of 1,305 and 1,495 mm, respec-
tively, the cargo hold is capable 
of carrying cardboard boxes, tall 
objects, furniture, and other large 
cargo. 

delivering a dynamic driving 
experience, the new Toyota lite 
Ace comes with a 1.5-litre four-
cylinder engine that generates a 
maximum output of 97 hp and 134 
nm of torque. It incorporates dual 
VVT-i (Variable Valve Timing-in-
telligent) technology, which con-
tinuously optimizes intake and ex-
haust valve timing in response to 
driving conditions for exceptional 
performance. The engine is mat-
ed to either a five-speed manual 
transmission or a four-speed au-
tomatic transmission for a smooth 
shifting experience with superior 
fuel efficiency. 

As with any other Toyota mod-
el, safety remains a top priority for 
the new lite Ace, with high-tensile 
strength steel used to increase the 
body rigidity. The vehicle also 
comes with a comprehensive ar-
ray of safety features to protect 
the driver and passengers, includ-
ing two front SRS airbags; Vehicle 
Stability Control (VSC); Anti-lock 
braking System (AbS); Traction 
Control (TRC); Emergency Stop 
Signal (ESS); and Tire Pressure 
Warning System (TPWS), among 
others. 

The new Toyota lite Ace is 
available in two exterior body 
colours — Silver MM and White, 
while the seats come in dark grey. 
The vehicle has been fitted with 
14-inch steel wheels.

Ample space
● New vehicle offers ample 
capacity with a 750 kg payload 
and 3.4 m3 of load space

● Sliding doors on both sides 
of the vehicle enable easy 
access for loading and 
unloading

● 1.5-liter four-cylinder engine 
generates a maximum output of 
97 hp and 134 nm of torque 

● a host of safety features 
provide peace of mind for 
drivers and businesses 

US home sales fell in June 
as prices reach new heights

Agencies

SAlES of previously occupied 
u.S. homes slowed for the fifth 
consecutive month in June 
as higher mortgage rates and 
rising prices kept many home 
hunters on the sidelines.

Existing home sales fell 
5.4% last month from May to 
a seasonally adjusted annual 
rate of 5.12 million, the Na-
tional Association of Realtors 
said Wednesday.

That’s lower than the 5.37 
million home sales pace econ-
omists were expecting, accord-
ing to FactSet. Sales fell 14.2% 
from June last year.

After climbing to a 6.49 
million annual rate in Janu-
ary, sales have fallen to the 
slowest pace since June 2020, 
near the start of the pandemic, 
when they were running at an 
annualized rate of 4.77 mil-
lion homes. Excluding the 
pandemic-related slowdown, 
sales in June were running at 
the slowest pace since January 
2019.

Even as home sales slowed, 
home prices kept climbing in 
June. The national median 
home price jumped 13.4% in 
June from a year earlier to 
$416,000. That’s an all-time 
high according to data going 
back to 1999, NAR said. de-
spite the increase, home prices 
are not climbing as much as 
they were earlier this year.

“With each passing month 
it appears price apprecia-
tion is less strong than earlier 
months,” said lawrence Yun, 
NAR’s chief economist.

The June’s sales report 
is the late evidence that the 

housing market, a key driver 
of economic growth, is slowing 
as homebuyers grapple with 
sharply higher mortgage rates 
than a year ago.

“A combination of higher 
prices and higher mortgage 
rates clearly has shifted the 
dynamics in the housing mar-
ket,” Yun said. “home sales 
will only begin to stabilize once 
mortgage rates begin to sta-
bilize.” The average rate on a 
30-year fixed-rate home loan 
climbed to 5.51% last week, 
according to mortgage buyer 
Freddie Mac. A year ago it av-
eraged 2.88%.

Mortgage rates have been 
climbing in response to a sharp 
increase in 10-year Treasury 
yields, reflecting expectations 
of higher interest rates overall 
as the Federal Reserve raises 
its benchmark rate in a bid 

to quell the highest inflation 
in decades. Even with higher 
mortgage rates straining af-
fordability, homes that sold 
didn’t stay on the market for 
long. On average, homes sold 
in just 14 days of hitting the 
market last month, the fastest 
sales pace tracked by the NAR. 
It was 16 days in May. before 
the pandemic, homes typically 
sold more than 30 days after 
being listed for sale.

house hunters able to 
navigate the impact of higher 
mortgage rates had a wider 
selection of homes to choose 
from last month, at least. The 
number of properties for sale 
jumped 9.6% from May to 1.26 
million, and rose 2.4% from 
June last year — the first an-
nual increase in three years, 
Yun said.

Still, at the current sales 

pace, the level of for-sale prop-
erties amounts to a 3-month 
supply, the NAR said. That’s 
up from 2.6 months in May, 
and 2.5 months a year ago. 
That’s still short of the 5- to 
6-month supply that reflects 
a more balanced market be-
tween buyers and sellers.

despite the still-tight sup-
ply of homes for sale, rising 
mortgage rates and prices, 
first-time buyers accounted 
for 30% of sales last month, 
NAR said. That’s up from 27% 
in May, but still low by histori-
cal standards, when first-time 
buyers made up as much as 
40% or more of transactions.

Real estate investors and 
other buyers able to buy a 
home with just cash, sidestep-
ping the need to rely on financ-
ing, accounted for 25% of all 
sales last month, NAR said.

UK inflation surges to 
new 40-year high of 9.4%

Agencies

INFlATION in the united 
Kingdom has accelerated to a 
new 40-year high, driven by 
rising food and fuel prices that 
are contributing to a cost-of-
living crisis.

Consumer prices rose 
9.4% this year through June, 
up from 9.1% the previous 
month, the Office for National 
Statistics said Wednesday. The 
new figure is the highest since 
1982, when inflation peaked at 
11%.

Russia’s war in ukraine 
has boosted food and energy 
prices around the world, with 
shipments of oil, natural gas, 
grain and cooking oil disrupt-
ed. That has added to rising 
prices that began last year as 

the global economy started to 
recover from the COVId-19 
pandemic.

bank of England Governor 
Andrew bailey said Tuesday 
that the bank is likely to con-
sider raising interest rates by 
half a percentage point at its 
next meeting to help control 
inflation. The bank has raised 
rates five times since decem-
ber, with the last increase a 
quarter-point in June that 
sent its key rate to 1.25%.

“We have been clear that 
we see the balance of risks to 
inflation as on the upside,” 
bailey said in a speech. “here, 
I would pick out the risks from 
domestic price and wage set-
ting, and this explains why at 
the … last meeting we adopted 
language which made clear 

that if we see signs of greater 
persistence of inflation, and 
price and wage setting would 
be such signs, we will have to 
act forcefully.” The biggest 
contributor to inflation is the 
soaring cost of gasoline and 
diesel fuel, with motor fuel 
prices jumping 42.3% in the 
past year. Gasoline cost 184 
pence a liter ($8.37 a gallon) in 
June, the statistics office said. 
Food prices rose 9.8% over the 
year, driven by the rising cost 
of eggs, dairy products, veg-
etables and meat.

Consumer prices are soar-
ing worldwide, with u.S. infla-
tion jumping to a new four-
decade high in June, at 9.1%, 
while the 19 countries that use 
the euro saw it reach 8.6% last 
month.

Crude oil slips on lackluster  
US summer gasoline demand

Agencies

OIl prices slipped on 
Wednesday, after u.S. gov-
ernment data showed lower 
gasoline demand during the 
peak summer driving season 
and as interest rate hikes by 
central banks to fight inflation 
fed fears the economy could 
slow, cutting energy demand.

however, prices pared 
losses during the session after 
TC Energy said that the Key-
stone pipeline, one of Cana-
da’s major oil export arteries, 
was operating at reduced rates 
for a third day on Wednesday. 
Repairs continued on a third-

party power facility in South 
dakota, prompting concerns 
about tighter supplies.

brent crude prices for 
September fell 42 cents to 
$106.93 a barrel by 12:44 
p.m. EdT (1644 GMT). u.S. 
West Texas Intermediate 
(WTI) crude for August fell 
2 cents to $104.20 a barrel. 
The WTI contract expires on 
Wednesday.

The more active Sep-
tember WTI contract was at 
$100.20 a barrel, down 54 
cents.

u.S. gasoline invento-
ries rose 3.5 million barrels 
last week, government data 

showed, far exceeding ana-
lysts’ forecasts in a Reuters 
poll for a 71,000-barrel rise.

Product supplied of gaso-
line - a proxy for demand - 
was about 8.5 million barrels 
per day, or about 7.6% lower 
than the same time a year ago, 
the data showed.

“Gasoline demand is sub-
par to say the least,” said John 
Kilduff, partner at Again Cap-
ital llC in New York. “Cer-
tainly these high gas prices 
have undermined consumer 
confidence.” Americans were 
shocked in June as pump 
prices climbed to a record of 
over $5 per gallon.
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Tesla CeO elon Musk lost 
his fight to delay Twitter’s 
lawsuit against him as a Del-
aware judge on Tuesday set 
an October trial, citing the 
“cloud of uncertainty” over 
the social media company 
after the billionaire backed 
out of a deal to buy it.

“Delay threatens irrepa-
rable harm,” said Chancellor 
Kathaleen st. Jude McCor-
mick, the head judge of Del-
aware’s Court of Chancery, 
which handles many high-
profile business disputes. 
“The longer the delay, the 
greater the risk.” Twitter had 
asked for an expedited trial 
in september, while Musk’s 
team called for waiting until 
early next year because of 
the complexity of the case. 
McCormick said Musk’s 
team underestimated the 
Delaware court’s ability to 
“quickly process complex lit-
igation.” Twitter is trying to 
force the billionaire to make 
good on his april promise 
to buy the social media gi-
ant for $44 billion — and the 
company wants it to happen 
quickly because it says the 
ongoing dispute is harming 
its business.

“It’s a very favorable 
ruling for Twitter in terms 
of moving things along,” 
said Carl Tobias, a law pro-
fessor at the University of 
Richmond. “she seemed 
very concerned about the 
argument that delay would 
seriously harm the compa-
ny, and I think that’s true.” 
Musk, the world’s richest 
man, pledged to pay $54.20 
a share for Twitter, but in-
formed the company in July 
that he wants to back out of 
the agreement.

“It’s attempted sabotage. 
He’s doing his best to run 
Twitter down,” said attorney 
William savitt, representing 
Twitter before McCormick 
on Tuesday. The hearing 
was held virtually after Mc-

Cormick said she tested pos-
itive for COVID-19.

Musk has claimed the 
company has failed to pro-
vide adequate informa-
tion about the number of 
fake, or “spam bot,” Twit-
ter accounts, and that it 
has breached its obligations 
under the deal by firing 
top managers and laying 
off a significant number of 
employees. Musk’s team 
expects more information 
about the bot numbers to 
be revealed in the trial court 
discovery process, when 
both sides must hand over 
evidence. Twitter argues 
that Musk’s reasons for 
backing out are just a cover 
for buyer’s remorse after 
agreeing to pay 38% above 
Twitter’s stock price shortly 
before the stock market 
stumbled and shares of the 
electric-car maker Tesla, 
where most of Musk’s per-
sonal wealth resides, lost 
more than $100 billion of 
their value. savitt said the 
contested merger agree-
ment and Musk’s tweets dis-
paraging the company were 
inflicting harm on the busi-
ness and questioned Musk’s 
request for a delayed trial, 
asking “whether the real 
plan is to run out the clock.” 
“He’s banking on wriggling 
out of the deal he signed,” 
savitt said.

But the idea the Tesla 
CeO is trying to damage 
Twitter is “preposterous. He 
has no interest in damaging 
the company,” said Musk 
attorney andrew Rossman, 
noting he is Twitter’s second 
largest shareholder with a 
“far larger stake” than the 
company’s entire board of 
directors. savitt emphasized 
the importance of an expe-
dited trial starting in sep-
tember for Twitter to be able 
to make important business 
decisions affecting every-
thing from employee reten-
tion to relationships with 
suppliers and customers.

Musk loses fight  
to delay Twitter’s  
lawsuit against him

Agencies

In their first rollouts of elec-
tric vehicles, america’s au-
tomakers targeted people who 
value short-range economy 
cars. Then came eVs for luxu-
ry buyers and drivers of pick-
ups and delivery vans.

now, the companies are 
zeroing in at the heart of the 
U.s. auto market: The compact 
sUV. In their drive to have 
eVs dominate vehicle sales in 
coming years, the automakers 
are promoting their new mod-
els as having the range, price 
and features to rival their gas-
powered competitors.

some are so far prov-
ing quite popular. Ford’s 
$45,000-plus Mustang Mach 
e is sold out for the model 
year. On Monday night, Gen-
eral Motors’ Chevrolet brand 
introduced an electric ver-
sion of its Blazer, also starting 
around $45,000, when it goes 
on sale next summer.

also coming next year: an 
electric Chevy equinox, with a 
base price of about $30,000, 
whose price could give it par-
ticular appeal with modest-in-
come households. There’s also 
the Hyundai Ioniq 5 and Volk-
swagen’s ID.4 in the $40,000s 
and nissan’s upcoming ariya 
around $47,000 with a lower-
priced version coming.

all start off considerably 
less expensive than Tesla’s 
Model Y small sUV, the cur-
rent top eV seller, with a 
starting price well into the 
$60,000s.

The new models, which 
can get about 300 miles per 
electric charge, are aimed at 
the largest segment of the U.s. 
market: Modest-size sUVs, 
representing about 20% of 
new-vehicle sales. Industry ex-
perts say entering the smaller 
sUV segment, with its reach 
into a broader demographic of 
buyers, is sure to boost electric 
vehicle sales nationally.

“Going to the smaller util-
ity segment gives you the op-
portunity to access the most 
customers in one (market) 

segment,” said stephanie 
Brinley, principal analyst 
for s&P Global Mobility. “To 
make a transition from (in-
ternal combustion engines) to 
electric, you have to be in more 
space. You have to be in more 
price points. You have to be in 
more sizes.” Brinley noted that 
the small and midsize sUV 
segments meet many people’s 
needs, something that previ-
ous electric vehicles did not.

“If it’s a price you can reach 
but it’s a product that you can’t 
put your kids and your dog in, 
you’re not going to buy it,” she 
said.

Chevrolet says the Blazer 
will get a minimum of 247 
miles (398 kilometers) per 
charge. Pricier high-end ver-
sions could go up to 320 miles 
(515 kilometers). The Blazer 

will be available with Chevro-
let’s ss performance package 
with a zero-to-60 mph (97 
kilometers per hour) time of 
under four seconds. There will 
be a police version, too.

“early on, the demograph-
ic composition of an eV buyer 
was certainly someone that 
perhaps had higher education, 
higher household income,” 
said steve Majoros, Chev-
rolet’s marketing director. 
“That’s very indicative of early 
adopters. But as we move up 
that curve, the intention and 
where we’re pricing this prod-
uct is to certainly make it more 
available for more mainstream 
buyers.” To attract buyers of 
modest means, eVs need to 
be priced even lower, in the 
$30,000-to-$35,000 range, 
GM CeO Mary Barra said in 

an interview this week with 
The associated Press. electric 
vehicles, she said, also have to 
have the range and charging 
network so they can be the sole 
vehicle that some people own.

“Most electric vehicle 
owners today own multiple 
vehicles, so they have an in-
ternal combustion vehicle to 
jump into depending on their 
needs,” Barra said.

automakers have been 
pushing to fully restore a 
$7,500 tax credit for people 
who buy eVs to jump-start 
sales. But the measure is 
stalled in Congress. It’s es-
pecially important for GM, 
Tesla and Toyota, which have 
maxxed out the number of 
credits they are allowed and 
can no longer offer them to 
buyers. Other automakers are 

approaching the limit, too.
Money for the credits, as 

well as funding for additional 
eV charging stations, was in 
President Joe Biden’s $1.8 
trillion “Build Back Better” 
social and environment bill, 
which is all but dead because 
of the objections of sen. Joe 
Manchin, a West Virginia 
Democrat.

last week, Manchin also 
rejected a slimmed-down ver-
sion that included provisions 
to combat climate change. He 
indicated his support for just 
two items from Biden’s broad-
er agenda: Reducing prescrip-
tion drug costs and bolstering 
subsidies for families to buy 
health insurance. His vote in 
an evenly split senate would 
be needed for anything to 
pass.

Automakers targeting average 
households with new EVs

The 2024 Chevrolet SS EV is shown in Warren, Michigan on July 12, 2022.

Italy political turmoil a headache for Europe’s central bank
Agencies

ITalIan Prime Minister Mario 
Draghi’s offer to resign has sent 
unsettling ripples through fi-
nancial markets, bringing back 
bad memories of europe’s debt 
crisis a decade ago and com-
plicating the european Central 
Bank’s job as it raises interest 
rates for the first time in 11 years 
to combat record inflation.

Draghi, a former eCB 
president, has pushed poli-
cies meant to keep Italy’s high 
levels of debt manageable and 
boost growth in europe’s third-
largest economy. He suggested 
Wednesday that he was open to 
staying in power, but the threat 
of political changes as borrow-
ing costs increase have raised 
concerns that the 19-country 
eurozone could head into an-
other crisis.

It’s a headache for the eCB 
as it seeks to return interest 
rates from sub-zero to more 
normal levels starting Thurs-
day — without setting off bond-
market chaos in a country with 

debt at 150% of economic out-
put. The eCB has said it will 
raise rates a quarter-percentage 
point, though some analysts 
aren’t ruling out a half-point 
increase.

The Frankfurt-based eCB 
will join the U.s. Federal Re-
serve, Bank of england and 
other central banks worldwide 
that have already raised rates 
several times to tame runaway 
inflation. But the eCB doesn’t 
want jittery markets sending 
up the borrowing costs of some 
euro member countries beyond 
what’s justified by their eco-
nomic strength.

The bank’s task is already 
hard enough with predictions 
growing of a recession next year 
due to exorbitant oil and natu-
ral gas prices fueled by the war 
in Ukraine.

so along with the rate in-
crease, eCB President Chris-
tine lagarde is expected to 
announce a financial backstop 
aimed at capping borrowing 
costs for governments and 
companies in eurozone coun-

tries that are less financially 
solid than the others.

It’s a hassle unique to the 
eCB because it oversees 19 
countries that are in different 
financial shape but use one cur-
rency, which has plunged to its 
lowest level against the dollar in 
20 years.

“The Fed and the Bank of 
england don’t have this prob-
lem,” said Maria Demertzis, 
interim director of the Bruegel 
think tank in Brussels. “The 
borrowing costs for each coun-
try when they issue debt is dif-
ferent, because the underlying 
outlook is different.” The eCB’s 
goal is to avoid a replay of 2011 
to 2012, when Italy’s borrowing 
costs spiked to around 7%, driv-
en by a so-called bond-market 
death spiral, where rising bor-
rowing costs raise fears a gov-
ernment won’t repay their debt, 
in turn raising borrowing costs 
even higher.

The vicious circle was bro-
ken by Draghi pledging as eCB 
chief to “do whatever it takes” 
to preserve the euro, followed 

with a promise that the bank 
would buy the bonds of coun-
tries facing excessive borrow-
ing costs if needed. That back-
stop calmed the market so well 
that it never had to be used. But 
it came with tough conditions 
that might make it unappealing 
to governments.

The eCB’s new backstop 
will have conditions but prob-
ably less onerous ones. It would 

consist of a promise to buy 
an indebted country’s bonds, 
which drives down borrowing 
costs if market interest rates 
rise to unjustified levels.

In recent days, borrowing 
costs for Italy and other less fi-
nancially solid eurozone coun-
tries such as spain and Portu-
gal have risen compared with 
financially solid Germany, the 
benchmark.

Italian 10-year bonds now 
yield 3.4%, about 2.2% higher 
than their German equivalent. 
Italy’s borrowing costs are not 
excessive at that level, but the 
idea is to keep them that way 
because market sentiment can 
turn suddenly.

Demertzis said that as in-
terest rates go up, they’re trans-
mitted differently to the bor-
rowing costs of each country.

“so now that we are in the 
part of the interest rate cycle 
where rates are going to have to 
go up, the problem is that bor-
rowing costs will accelerate for 
Italy and will not accelerate for 
Germany,” she said.

If Italy can’t borrow afford-
ably, it could turn to the euro-
zone’s bailout fund, but it would 
be much harder to rescue than 
Greece was a decade ago be-
cause Italy is much bigger.

The trick for the eCB will be 
to reassure markets while not 
encouraging reckless spending 
by governments or violating 
legal restrictions on directly fi-
nancing governments.

“any sense that the eCB is 
dragging its feet, or that the fi-
nal outcome won’t be effective 
enough, will see fragmentation 
concerns rush back onto the 
agenda, fanning the flames of 
an altogether more worrying 
fall in the euro,” wrote neal 
shearing, chief economist at 
Capital economics.

“Ten years after Draghi’s 
pledge to do whatever it takes, 
Christine lagarde risks repeat-
ing history. she must avoid 
drifting into another crisis that 
would ultimately require her 
to make a similar pledge to her 
predecessor,” he said in an ana-
lyst note.

Italy’s political crisis, play-
ing out in Parliament after the 
president rejected Draghi’s of-
fer to resign over a divide in the 
coalition government, follows 
17 months of relative stability. 
Draghi rolled out an ambitious 
pandemic recovery program 
aimed at improving long-term 
economic growth — the real 
answer to keeping Italy’s debt 
manageable.

Mario Draghi arrives for the NATO summit in Madrid, Spain on June 
29, 2022. 

Agencies

a jury in Florida has found Te-
sla just 1% negligent in a fiery 
crash that killed two teens, for 
disabling a speed limiter on 
the electric car.

Tuesday’s verdict placed 
90% of the blame on the driv-
er, Barrett Riley, and 9% on 
his father, James Riley, who 
brought the lawsuit against 
Tesla.

It’s the first known case 
involving a Tesla crash that 
has gone to trial, said Michael 
Brooks, acting exective di-
rector at the Center for auto 

safety.
Barrett Riley and his friend 

edgar Monserrat Martinez 
were about to graduate from 
their private school in south 
Florida when they died in the 
May 2018 crash near Fort 
lauderdale Beach. a backseat 
passenger was ejected and 
survived.

The national Transporta-
tion safety Board determined 
he was driving at 116 mph (186 
kph) in a 30 mph (48 kph) 
zone, and the most likely cause 
of the crash “was the driver’s 
loss of control as a result of 
excessive speed.” James Riley 

claimed the crash was “en-
tirely survivable” and that it 
was the ensuing fire that killed 
the teenagers, but the judge 
dismissed his lawsuit’s claim 
that Tesla designed defec-
tive lithium ion batteries that 
“burst into an uncontrollable 
and fatal fire” upon impact.

James Riley also said Tesla 
removed a speed limiter with-
out his permission. He had or-
dered the instrument installed 
to prevent his son from driv-
ing at more than 85 mph (136 
kph).

an investigation found 
that about a month before the 

crash, the teen asked workers 
at Tesla’s Dania Beach dealer-
ship to return the car to nor-
mal operating mode while it 
was being serviced.

Tesla denied negligence 
in disabling the speed limiter. 
The company argued that the 
teen’s parents were negligent 
in allowing him to drive the 
vehicle “when they were aware 
of his history of speeding and 
reckless driving,” according to 
the judge’s instructions to the 
jury.

Brooks, at the Center for 
auto safety, said other law-
suits are pending against Tesla 

involving the vehicle’s auto-
pilot and full self-driving sys-
tems.

Jurors recommended 
awarding the teen’s mother 
Jenny Riley $6 million for 
pain and suffering, and $4.5 
million to the father, the news-
paper reported.

But the apportionment of 
responsibility means Tesla will 
only be liable for $105,000, 
Curt Miner, an attorney repre-
senting James Riley, told the 
south Florida sunsentinel. He 
did not return an email seek-
ing information on distribu-
tion of the jury’s award.

Jury: Tesla just 1 percent to blame for teen driver’s fiery crash
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When long-haul trucker 
Deb LaBree sets out 
on the road to deliver 
pharmaceuticals, she 
has strategies to hold 

down costs. She avoids the West Coast 
and the Northeast, where diesel prices 
are highest. She organizes her deliv-
ery route to minimize “deadheading” 
— driving an empty truck in between 
deliveries.

And if a customer’s load is too far 
away or they can’t pay more for fuel? 
She turns the job down.

“It breaks my heart because I ei-
ther have to say, ‘No, I can’t afford to,’ 
or ’I can, but you’re going to have to 
pay some of my fuel to get me there,’ 
” LaBree said. “I hate doing both of 
those things because it’s not the cus-
tomer’s fault. It’s not our fault.” The 
price of diesel fuel has skyrocketed 
in recent months — much more even 
than regular gasoline — especially af-
ter Russia invaded Ukraine in Febru-
ary. Moscow’s attack led numerous 
nations to spurn Russian fuel, remov-
ing from the market a major source of 
oil, the main component of diesel fuel, 
and driving prices drastically up.

For months, motorists have felt 
the pain of high gasoline prices. Many 
may not know that they’re also ab-
sorbing the impact of much costlier 
diesel fuel. That’s because the goods 
consumers buy — from cereal and or-
ange juice to Amazon deliveries of dia-
pers — are delivered by trucks, trains 
or ships that run on diesel. Those in-
flated prices are then passed on from 
company to company until they reach 
consumers in the form of costlier 
goods.

“People pay less attention to die-
sel prices because people aren’t going 
to the pump and using it,” said Matt 
Smith, lead oil analyst at Kpler, a re-
search firm. “But diesel has a more far-
reaching impact and is already having 
a real big impact across the economy.” 
Diesel fuel is averaging $5.50 a gallon 
nationally — up a scorching 68% from 
a year ago, when it was selling for 
just $3.27. By comparison, a gallon of 
regular gasoline is averaging $4.47, up 
41% from a year ago.

High gasoline prices have eased 
somewhat in recent weeks. But diesel 
has remained chronically high, with 
American refineries operating near 
capacity. Unless prices ease, the ripple 
effects of high diesel fuel could worsen 
because the costs are deterring some 

truck companies from accepting jobs 
unless they can persuade their cus-
tomers to pay more for fuel.

“There will be more logistical 
shortages,” said Phil Verleger, a long-
time energy economist. “Americans 
will find more empty shelves and 
higher prices.” If they’re not reject-
ing jobs, many truckers are choosing 
lighter loads or working longer hours 
to make up for money lost on fuel, 
according to interviews with truck-
ers and industry executives. Farmers 
harvesting hay and planting corn with 
diesel-fired tractors are absorbing a 
financial hit. Delivery companies are 
installing their own fueling pumps to 
cut costs. Ultimately, consumers are 
left bearing the burden.

“If you’re a farmer, 
then your energy 
costs are higher, 
and therefore it’s 
costing more to 
produce grain, 
and that’s 
p u s h i n g 
the price of 
grain up, and 
that’s push-
ing the price 
of food up,” 
said Smith, 
the analyst at 
Kpler.

Even more 
than gasoline, high 
diesel prices are mag-
nifying the costs of goods 
because the delivery cost has risen so 
much. Consumer prices soared 9.1% 
in June compared with 12 months 
earlier, the government reported 
last week. The fuel oil portion of the 
consumer price index nearly doubled 
from the same time last year.

“Those energy costs are working 
their way into products, all manner of 
different consumer products,” Smith 
noted.

One reason why diesel prices 
haven’t yet declined as gasoline has is 
that OPEC nations have slowed their 
supply of oil, and Middle East oil typi-
cally produces more diesel fuel than, 
say, parts of Texas do. Another factor 
is that China has reduced its diesel 
exports, presumably to help achieve 
its net-zero greenhouse gas emissions 
goals.

And within the United States, 
refineries that produce diesel from 
crude oil are essentially maxed out. 

The nation has 11 fewer refineries 
operating today than before the pan-
demic, according to the American 
Petroleum Institute. One refinery 
that had served the East Coast closed 
after an explosion in 2019 and never 
re-opened. And some refineries in 
California are closed for retrofitting to 
process renewable fuel.

“We use a lot of diesel, probably 
more than what these refineries can 
produce,” said Bob Costello, chief 
economist of the American Trucking 
Associations.

President Joe Biden’s visit last 
week to Saudi Arabia was intended, in 
part, to encourage OPEC to produce 
more oil, which would mean more 

diesel fuel globally. Though 
no major deal was an-

nounced, Prince Mo-
hammed bin Sal-

man hinted that 
Saudi Arabia 

could poten-
tially produce 
more oil.

But ex-
pecting OPEC 
to export 
more oil dur-
ing high-de-

mand summer 
months might 

be unrealistic, 
said Amy Myers 

Jaffe, an energy ex-
pert at Tufts University.

“The important thing,” 
she said, “is to make sure that our 
allies, together with OPEC, don’t de-
crease any flows to the market at any 
junction, especially if we have some 
kind of disruption.” Even if American 
oil and gas producers increase produc-
tion, tough challenges would remain 
— namely, finding additional refinery 
space and then enough pipeline capac-
ity to transport any additional diesel.

In the meantime, some truckers 
are struggling to adjust while keep-
ing goods moving. Sherri Brumbaugh, 
who runs a fleet of 90 trucks as head 
of Garner Trucking, has installed more 
fuel pumps on-site in Findlay, Ohio, 
because she can obtain diesel more 
cheaply than her truckers can on the 
road.

She also monitors where her driv-
ers are buying fuel to make sure they’re 
making wise decisions. And she tries 
to absorb the higher fuel costs herself 
as much as possible.

But “at some point,” she said, 
“you’ve got to go to the customer and 
say, ‘I’ve got to increase this rate.’ ” 
Brumbaugh declined to say how much 
she’s raised rates on her customers, 
which range from bottled beverage 
companies to dishwasher manufactur-
ers.

Lately, she said, there’s been less 
retail freight to haul. “It may be an 
indication of a recession,” she said. 
“I hope not.” Cargo Transporters, 
which runs 470 trucks and 1,800 trail-
ers, raised its rates, too, and has been 
turning down some jobs to Florida, 
where trucks often must return with-
out a load, said Shawn Brown, a com-
pany executive. When there’s no cargo 
on a truck, no one pays the trucking 
company. But the driver still has to be 
paid, and fuel is still burned.

“When that trailer’s not loaded and 
there’s no revenue being generated 
and a mile is run, we’re eating that,” 
Brown said.

UPS and FedEx have more than 
doubled their fuel surcharges on 
ground deliveries year-over-year, ac-
cording to calculations by Cowen Re-
search and AFS Logistics.

Farmers also face higher costs. But 
they can’t easily raise prices, because 
they often don’t control the price of 
their goods. Milk and grain prices, for 
example, are set by the market.

“It’s costing us more for freight to 
get things delivered to the farm, and 
it’s costing more to haul things away,” 
said David Fisher, a dairy farmer in 
Madrid, New York, who is president of 
the New York Farm Bureau, which lob-
bies governments on behalf of farmers. 
“We’re planting crops and harvesting 
crops, and the cost of those are going 
to be higher, but we don’t know if we 
can recoup those costs.” To burn less 
fuel, he’s considered skipping a till-
age pass, a maneuver whereby a trac-
tor manipulates soil to enhance crop 
growth. But doing so would risk hav-
ing fewer crops to harvest.

A year ago, Fisher was spend-
ing $8,000 a week on fuel. This year, 
he said, the figure reached around 
$20,000.

“Everybody I talk to has quite a 
bit of anxiety over these fuel prices,” 
Fisher said.

Biden has called on Congress and 
states to suspend their gasoline or die-
sel taxes for a few months to help alle-
viate pain for drivers, but Congress ap-
pears unwilling to enact a tax holiday.

High diesel prices are driving up the cost of most goods, from groceries to Amazon orders and 
furniture, as nearly everything that is delivered, whether by truck, rail or ship, uses diesel fuel

Sky-high diesel prices 
squeeze truckers, farmers 
and consumers in the US

A gas tank driver adjusts his hose hookup to an underground tank on May 24, 2022, in Jackson, Miss. High diesel prices are driving up the cost of most goods, from groceries to 
Amazon orders and furniture, as nearly everything that is delivered, whether by truck, rail or ship, uses diesel fuel. Truckers are turning down hauling jobs in the states with the most 
expensive diesel
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For months, motor-
ists have felt the pain of high 

gasoline prices. Many may not 
know that they’re also absorbing the 
impact of much costlier diesel fuel.  

That’s because the goods consumers buy 
are delivered by trucks, trains or ships 

that run on diesel. Those inflated prices 
are then passed on to  

consumers in the form of 
costlier goods

Can Europe live  
without Russian  

natural gas?
Agencies

EUROPE faced an energy crisis 
even before the Nord Stream 
1 pipeline from Russia to Ger-
many went offline for regular 
maintenance.

Government officials are 
bracing for the possibility that 
the key pipeline won’t restart 
Thursday as scheduled, saying 
Russian President Vladimir 
Putin is using energy for politi-
cal leverage in his confronta-
tion with the European Union 
over Ukraine.

Russia has already slashed 
Europe’s flows of natural gas 
used to power factories, gener-
ate electricity and heat homes 
in the winter, and Putin warns 
they could keep dwindling. 
The deliveries through Nord 
Stream 1 were cut by 60% be-
fore repairs began.

Even if the pipeline restarts 
at reduced levels, Europe will 
struggle to keep homes warm 
and industry humming this 
winter.

Here are key things to know 
about the energy crisis:

Did Russia cut off gas to 
Europe? 

It has reduced supplies sig-
nificantly. Even before the in-
vasion of Ukraine, Russia was 
not selling gas on the short-
term spot market. After the EU 
imposed drastic sanctions on 
Russia’s banks and companies 
and started sending weapons 
to Ukraine, Russian cut off gas 
to six member countries and 
reduced supplies to six more.

Flows into Germany, the 
EU’s biggest economy, through 
Nord Stream 1 were dialed 
back by two-thirds, with Russia 
blaming a part that was sent to 
Canada for maintenance and 
not returned due to sanctions. 
European leaders rejected that 
claim, saying it was a political 
gambit in retaliation for sanc-
tions.

It has left the 27-member 
EU scrambling to fill gas stor-
age ahead of winter, when de-
mand rises and utility compa-
nies draw down their reserves 
to keep homes warm and pow-
er plants running.

The EU’s goal is to use less 
gas now to build storage for 
winter. Europe’s gas reserves 
are only 65% full, compared 
with a goal of 80% by Nov. 1.

Why is Ruddian natural 
gas so important?

Russia supplied some 40% 
of Europe’s natural gas before 
the war. That has dropped to 
around 15%, sending prices 
through the roof and straining 
energy-intensive industries.

Gas is used across a range 
of processes that most people 
never see — to forge steel to 
make cars, make glass bot-
tles and pasteurize milk and 
cheese.

Companies warn that they 
often can’t switch overnight to 
other energy sources such as 
fuel oil or electricity to produce 
heat. In some cases, equip-
ment that holds molten metal 
or glass is ruined if the heat is 
turned off.

High energy prices are al-
ready threatening to cause a re-
cession in Europe through re-
cord inflation, with consumers 
having less to spend as costs 
rise for food, fuel and utilities. 
A complete cutoff could deal an 
even heavier blow to an already 
troubled economy.

What is the Nord Stream 1 
pipeline? 

It is the major European 
natural gas pipeline that runs 
under the Baltic Sea from Rus-
sia to Germany and is Germa-
ny’s main source of Russian 
gas.

Analysts at Rystad Energy 
said that if Nord Stream 1 stays 
dormant, Europe would reach 
only about 65% of its storage 
capacity, creating a real risk 
that gas would run out during 
the heating season.

Three other pipelines bring 

Russian gas to Europe, but one 
through Poland and Belarus 
has been shut down. Another, 
through Ukraine and Slova-
kia, is still bringing reduced 
amounts of gas despite the 
fighting, as is one through Tur-
key into Bulgaria.

What’s Putin’s game? 
Although Russia’s oil and 

gas exporters are selling less 
energy, spiking prices mean 
Putin’s earnings have actu-
ally increased, according to the 
International Energy Agency. 
Since the invasion, Russia’s 
revenue from exporting oil and 
gas to Europe has doubled over 
the average from recent years, 
to $95 billion, the Paris-based 
IEA said.

The increase in Russia’s 
energy revenue in just the last 
five months is three times what 
it typically makes by exporting 
gas to Europe over an entire 
winter.

So Putin has cash in hand 
and may calculate that pain-
ful utility bills and an energy 
recession could undermine 
public support for Ukraine in 
Europe and increase sentiment 
for a negotiated settlement in 
his favor.

“Based on what we have 
seen over the past year, it 
would be unwise to exclude the 
possibility that Russia could 
decide to forgo the revenue it 
gets from exporting gas to Eu-
rope in order to gain political 
leverage,” IEA Executive Direc-
tor Fatih Birol said.

Indeed, Putin said the 
amount of gas pumped 
through Nord Stream 1 will fall 
further from 60 million to 30 
million cubic meters a day, or 
about one-fifth of its capacity, 
if the turbine that was sent to 
Canada for repairs isn’t quickly 
replaced. Canada has said it 
has sent back the part, but Ger-
many has declined to say where 
it is. “Our partners are trying 
to shift the blame for the mis-
takes they made to Russia and 
Gazprom, but it’s absolutely 
unfounded,” Putin told Rus-
sian reporters Tuesday during 
talks in Tehran with the leaders 
of Iran and Turkey.

What can Europe do? 
The EU has turned to more-

expensive liquefied natural gas, 
or LNG, which comes by ship 
from places like the U.S. and 
Qatar. Germany is fast-track-
ing construction of LNG im-
port terminals on its North Sea 
coast, but that will take years. 
The first of four floating recep-
tion terminals is to come online 
later this year.

But LNG alone can’t make 
up the gap. The world’s LNG 
export facilities are running at 
full capacity amid tight energy 
markets, and there’s no more 
gas to be had. An explosion at a 
U.S. terminal in Freeport, Tex-
as, that sent most of its gas to 
Europe took 2.5% of Europe’s 
supply offline overnight.

Conservation and other 
energy sources are key. For 
example, Germany is running 
coal plants longer, creating a 
gas auction system intended to 
encourage conservation, and 
resetting thermostats in public 
buildings.

The European Union on 
Wednesday proposed that 
member states voluntarily cut 
their gas use by 15% over the 
coming months. The European 
Commission, the EU’s execu-
tive arm, is seeking the power 
to impose mandatory reduc-
tions across the bloc if there’s a 
risk of a severe gas shortage or 
an exceptionally high demand.

EU member states will dis-
cuss the measures at an emer-
gency meeting of energy minis-
ters next Tuesday.

Countries have been scram-
bling to secure alternative en-
ergy supplies, with leaders of 
Italy, France and the European 
Union sealing deals with their 
counterparts in Algeria, Azer-
baijan and the United Arab 
Emirates this week.



THE head of the athletics world championships’ official mascot Legend the Bigfoot has become the subject of a police matter after it was 
stolen. Police were called to Eugene’s Hayward Field after Legend’s yellow head went missing and a number of videos and photographs 
surfaced on social media showing people wearing it. A spokesperson f rom Oregon 2022, the championship organisers, said: “This is now 
a police matter, and we won’t have further comments at this time.” 
 The mascot – a big yellow, furry, mythical creature – was chosen for the 2022 World Championships because of legend in this part of the 
United States. It was said that a mysterious creature roamed the region and it became known as Bigfoot. Legend’s replacement head was 
used at the Eugene venue on Tuesday after the original went missing. (PA Media/DPA)

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS’ OFFICIAL MASCOT LEGEND THE BIGFOOT’S HEAD STOLEN
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great Michael 
Schumacher 
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German  
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QATAR’S AL ATTIYAH, AL KUWARI FOR 2022 BAJA SPAIN ARAGON RALLY 

Qatar’s ace rally driver Nasser Saleh Al Attiyah along with his French Co-driver Mathieu Baumel (left) will be taking part in the 2022 Baja Spain Aragon Rally. The fourth round of the FIA World Cup for Cross-Country Bajas has attracted a bumper 92-car 
FIA entry and will take place in the blistering heat of the Aragón region of central Spain this weekend. In the T4 category of the Baja Spain Aragon, Qatar’s Nasser Saadoun Al Kuwari (right) will co-drive along with Kuwaiti Meshari Al Thefiri. (TNN)

Brazilian Santos corners 400m 
hurdles glory with c’ship record

KAREN ROSEN 
EUGENE (USA)

EDWIN Moses had no equal 
in the men’s 400m hurdles for 
more than a decade and now 
he’s at the top of his game as a 
prognosticator.

While Norway’s Karsten 
Warholm and Rai Benjamin 
of the US had dominated the 
event in recent years, Moses 
had his eye on Brazil’s Alison 
Dos Santos going into the 
400m hurdles final on Tues-
day (19) at the World Athletics 
Championships Oregon22.

On a day with a major upset 
by Great Britain’s Jake Wight-
man in the men’s 1500m, a mi-
nor upset by Australia’s Elea-
nor Patterson in the women’s 
high jump, Sweden’s Daniel 
Stahl failing to make the men’s 
discus podium and a cramp 
taking US star Fred Kerley out 
of the men’s 200m, the 400m 
hurdles unfolded exactly as 
Moses predicted.

“It’s a three-man race, es-
sentially,” said Moses, who 
won two Olympic and two 
world gold medals and held the 
world record for 16 years. “Dos 
Santos’ technique is a lot more 
efficient over the hurdles, and 
obviously he’s got the speed.”

Dos Santos, the Olympic 
bronze medallist, came into 
Hayward Field as world leader 
and clocked the fastest time in 
the semifinals.

However, the others had 
better credentials: Warholm 
was the reigning Olympic and 
world champion and world 
record-holder while Benjamin 
earned Olympic and world sil-
ver medals and is the second-
fastest man in history.

Benjamin started in lane 
three, Warholm in four and 
Dos Santos in six.

“Dos Santos had a good 
lane; he didn’t have to worry, 
he ran his race,” Moses said. 
“Warholm was watching Dos 
Santos. Benjamin got caught 
sleeping. By the time he tried 
to pull it off, it was too late.”

Dos Santos became the 
first man from Brazil to win 
a world title, doing so with a 
time of 46.29, a South Ameri-
can record and the fastest 
performance on US soil. He 
shattered the 29-year-old 
championship record of 47.18 
set by Kevin Young in 1993.

Benjamin took home his 
second straight world silver 
medal – and third straight 
silver in a global final – with 
a season’s best of 46.89. War-
holm, who picked up a ham-

string injury in Rabat in June 
and had not completed a race 
in 10 months before arriving 
in Eugene, faded badly on the 
homestretch to place seventh 
in 48.42.

Trevor Bassitt of the US 
was the surprise bronze med-
allist with a PB of 47.39, edg-
ing France’s Wilfried Happio, 
who clocked a PB of 47.41.

Dos Santos said he felt the 

love of the crowd and people 
were hugging him. “When you 
win, you start being everyone’s 
favourite,” he said.

And not just Moses’.
Through eight hurdles, 

Dos Santos held a slight 
lead over Warholm and then 
dropped him.

“I had an injury,” Warholm 
said, “but to me it’s always 
your fight and giving your all 
and leaving it all on the track. 
I felt I did that. I hope look-
ing back I’ll feel proud of that 
even though I prefer to take a 
medal.”

Benjamin said he chopped 
a few hurdles, “and my race 
plan went out the window,” he 
said, “but when I heard ‘USA, 
USA,’ I ran as fast as I could to 
keep my second place.”

Moses won 122 straight 
races – including 107 finals – 
from 1977 to 1987.

The prospect of watching 
the three hurdlers push each 
other in the future makes him 
feel wistful about their rivalry.

“I wish,” Moses said, “I 
would have had one when I 
was running.” (World Athletics)

Brazil’s Alison Dos Santos celebrates after winning the men’s 400m hurdles final at the World Athletics Championships at Hayward Field in 
Eugene, Oregon, USA, on Tuesday. (AFP)

Brazil’s Alison Dos Santos (C) competes in the men’s 400m hurdles final on Tuesday. (AFP)

Kristjan Ceh of Team Slovenia competes in the men’s discus throw 
final on day five of the World Athletics Championships Oregon22 at 
Hayward Field in Eugene, Oregon, on Tuesday. (Getty Images/AFP)

Slovenia’s Kristjan Ceh celebrates after his record show on Tuesday. (AFP)

Ceh breaks record 
to win discus title

JON MULKEEN
EUGENE (USA)

WHAT a difference a few years 
can make!

When Kristjan Ceh made 
his World Championships de-
but in Doha three years ago, 
he finished 31st of 32 competi-
tors in qualifying, well short of 
making the final.

Fast forward to 2022 and 
the Slovenian giant, on Tuesday, 
won the world discus title with a 
championship record of 71.13m.

He started as the favourite, 
having won 13 of his 14 com-
petitions this year, three of 
which were beyond 70 metres. 
But he was also up against one 
of the strongest ever fields in a 
World Championships discus 
final and was taking on Olym-
pic champion Daniel Stahl, the 
one man who has beaten Ceh 
this year and who last month 
threw a world-leading 71.47m.

But it was another win-
ner of a past global title, 2017 
world champion Andrius Gud-
zius, who took an early lead 
in the final. The Lithuanian 
set out his stall with a 67.31m 
throw, overtaking the 66.64m 
set by his younger compatriot 
Mykolas Alekna. Stahl opened 
with 66.59m and Ceh landed 
his discus at 65.27m.

Ceh found better rhythm 
in round two, sending his im-
plement out to 69.02m to take 
a comfortable lead. Alekna re-
sponded with 67.87m to move 
into second place ahead of 
Gudzius. Olympic silver medal-
list Simon Pettersson of Swe-
den also made an impression in 
round two, throwing 67.00m.

But it was in the third round 
where Ceh blew the competi-
tion apart, his discus landing 
way beyond the 70-metre line. 
Just moments later the dis-
tance was confirmed at 71.13m 
– an improvement of almost 
a metre on the championship 
record of 70.17m set by Virgili-
jus Alekna, father of Mykolas, 
back in 2005.

Earlier in the round, Stahl’s 
discus landed close to the 
70-metre line and the distance 
flashed up as 69.16m, but it was 
soon ruled to be a foul throw.

The Lithuanian duo 
hit back in the next round, 
teenager Alekna throwing 
69.27m and Gudzius manag-
ing 67.55m, but they contin-
ued to trail Ceh. Stahl, mean-
while, produced his best of the 
night in round five, throwing 
67.10m, but it was 45 centime-
tres shy of a podium placing.

No one in the top five im-
proved in the final round. Aus-
tralia’s Matthew Denny and 
Romania’s Alin Firfirica saved 
their best til last, throwing 
66.47m and 65.57m respec-
tively for sixth and seventh 
place. Alex Rose was close 
behind, also with 65.57m, 
achieving Samoa’s first top-
eight finish in any event at the 
World Championships.

For the first time ever in a 
World Championships final, 
five men threw 67 metres or 
farther. Best marks-for-place 
were set by the athletes in 
sixth (Denny, 66.47m), eighth 
(Rose, 65.57m), ninth (Fe-
drick Dacres, 64.85m) and 
10th (Lukas Weisshaidinger, 
63.98m). (World Athletics)

The World Athletics Champion-
ships Oregon22 mascot Legend.
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PSG PREVAIL 2-1 OVER KAWASAKI FRONTALE Lewandowski’s Barcelona  
deal confirmed for $51mn
STATS PERFORM/DPA

BERLIN 

BARCELONA have confirmed 
the final agreement to sign 
Robert Lewandowski from 
Bayern Munich for €50 million 
($51 million), including add-
ons, on a four-year contract.

The Poland international 
travelled to Miami to meet his 
new team-mates on Sunday, 
the day after Barca confirmed 
they had struck an agreement 
in principle with Bayern.

Lewandowski subsequent-
ly passed his medical, with 
Bayern “officially” announcing 
his departure on Tuesday.

Barca soon confirmed the 
transfer details for the talis-
manic striker, who will have a 
€500m buyout clause.

The 33-year-old scored 50 
goals across all competitions 
last season, the most across 
Europe’s top five leagues, as 
Bayern lifted their 10th Bun-
desliga title in a row.

Lewandowski broke Gerd 
Muller’s long-standing Bun-
desliga record by scoring 41 
goals in a single season in the 
2020-21 campaign, while his 
43 league goals in 2021 serve 
as the record for a calendar 
year in Germany’s top tier.

The forward’s 312 Bundes-

liga goals are the second-most 
scored by any player in com-
petition’s history, behind Mul-
ler (365), while he leaves Bayern 
having accumulated 344 goals 
and 57 assists across 375 ap-
pearances in all competitions.

Though Julian Nagels-
mann was reluctant to let 
Lewandowski leave, he sug-

gested Bayern’s game plan will 
become more “unpredictable” 
after his departure.

“When someone like Rob-
ert plays up front, you play 
more crosses,” he told report-
ers on Bayern’s pre-season 
tour in the United States. 

“The way we’re going to 
play will change. It’s a new 

Bayern Munich.
“It will be a challenge - and 

I like challenges. It’s good for 
everyone, we have to find new 
ways and be creative.

“In the past it might have 
been easier for the opponent 
to prepare for our game. Now 
we’re going to be even more 
unpredictable.”

Polish football player Robert Lewandowski, speaks during a press conference in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 
on Wednesday, as he is introduced as club Barcelona’s newest player. (AFP)

In the first outing of their Japanese tour, Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) ran out 2-1 winners against a val-
iant Kawasaki Frontale side in Tokyo on Wednesday, thus confirming the good first impressions set by 
coach Christophe Galtier’s team. After two quickfire efforts from Kylian Mbappe (27’), several chances 
for Neymar Jr and Leo Messi (31’) and one masterclass from the home side’s ‘keeper to deny PSG strik-
ers, it was eventually the Argentine who managed to beat the Japanese goalie through sheer persever-
ance, with a deflected strike coming at the end of a lovely move initiated by Mbappé (0-1, 31’). Substi-
tute Arnaud Kalimuendo, who finished off a routine move, to score the second goal for the visitors (2-0, 
59’). The final half-hour gave rise to a handful of chances, and the hosts eventually reduced the deficit 
through a Kazuya Yamamura header (1-2, 85’). PSG’s second game of the Japanese tour will be against 
Urawa Red Diamonds on Saturday. (TNN)

Dybala signs three-year deal with Roma
PA MEDIA/DPA

LONDON 

PAULO Dybala has signed 
a three-year deal with Jose 
Mourinho’s Roma after leav-
ing Juventus at the end of his 
contract.

The Argentinian forward, 
who won the Serie A title five 
times and the Coppa Italia on 
four occasions with Juve, has 
committed to the capital club 
until June 30 2025.

“The days that have led up 
to me signing this contract have 
been filled with so many emo-
tions,” Dybala told asroma.com. 

“The speed and determina-
tion with which Roma dem-
onstrated just how much they 

wanted me made all the differ-
ence. I am joining a team that 
is on the up, a club that con-
tinues to put in place strong 
foundations for the future, and 
a coach, Jose Mourinho, who it 
will be a privilege to work with.

“As an opponent I have al-
ways admired the atmosphere 
created by the Roma fans - I 
now cannot wait for the chance 
to salute them while wearing 
this shirt.” 

Dybala - long linked with 
a potential switch to the Pre-
mier League and clubs includ-
ing Manchester United and 
Tottenham – scored 115 goals 
for Juve after moving to Turin 
from Palermo in the summer 
of 2015.

Surprise women’s high jump gold for Patterson
ELIAS ESQUIVEL

EUGENE (USA)

UKRAINE’S Yaroslava Mahu-
chikh had one last attempt at 
2.04m in the women’s high 
jump final on Tuesday night 
at the World Athletics Cham-
pionships Oregon22. If she 
cleared it, she would be in the 
gold position. If not, Austral-
ia’s Eleanor Patterson would 
be crowned world champion.

Mahuchikh began her ap-
proach. She leaped off her leg, 
cleared the bar, but clipped it 
with her feet on the way down. 
She lay on the mat, with her 
hands on her face, as the crowd 
released a collective groan.

At the same time, Patter-
son was tying her shoes, with 

the slightest smile on her face. 
The gold medal was hers.

She won the title by clear-
ing 2.02m on her first attempt, 
setting a personal best. 

Her mark also equalled the 

Oceanian record set last year 
by fellow Australian Nicola 
Olyslagers. Mahuchikh cleared 
the same height but settled for 
silver, after clearing the mark 
on her second attempt. Italy’s 

Elena Vallortigara earned 
bronze with a season’s best of 
2.00m.

“I knew I could bring a big 
performance,” said Patterson. 
“I have not competed much, 
but to come here tonight, see-
ing all these phenomenal ath-
letes doing so well, I am just so 
humbled. I just could not be-
lieve I am the champion.”

By the time the bar was 
raised to 1.98m, only eight 
women remained. Kazakh-
stan’s Nadezhda Dubovitskaya 
and Estonia’s Karmen Bruus 
struggled on all their attempts 
and were eliminated, although 
Bruus did tie the world U18 
best of 1.96m. Mahuchikh and 
Iryna Gerashchenko cleared 
the bar with ease, as did Val-

lortigara. Olyslagers failed to 
clear the mark, but her com-
patriot Patterson did. Uzbeki-
stan’s Safina Sadullayeva gam-
bled, opting to skip the height 
after failing her first attempt.

It didn’t quite work out. 
Sadullayeva brought down 
the bar on her two attempts 
at 2.00m. Vallortigara cleared 
the bar on her first attempt, 
the Italian continuing to hold 
the lead. Patterson and Mahu-
chikh cleared it their second 
attempts Moments later, Ger-
ashchenko cleared it as well, 
setting a personal best.

Patterson cleared 2.02m 
as the crowd unleashed a roar. 

Both Patterson and Mahu-
chikh failed all three attempts 
at 2.04m. (World Athletics)

Australia’s Eleanor Patterson competes in the women’s high jump 
final during the World Athletics Championships at Hayward Field in 
Eugene, Oregon on Tuesday. (AFP)

Whirlwind 1500m worlds win for Wightman
AGENCIES
EUGENE (USA)

BRITAIN’S Jake Wightman stunned 
the Olympic champion, the defending 
world champion and himself at the 
World Athletics Championships Or-
egon22 on Tuesday (19), running the 
race of his life to take the 1500m title.

Winding up to a world-leading PB 
of 3:29.23, the 28-year-old European 
and Commonwealth bronze medal-
list left Jakob Ingebrigtsen with no 
response as he surged down the home 
straight, eyes fixed firmly ahead. As 
the finish line neared, the Briton first 
raised his arms wide and then threw 
his hands to his head in disbelief, Nor-
way’s Olympic champion Ingebrigt-
sen following him home in 3:29.47 
and Spain’s Mohamed Katir coming 
through for bronze in 3:29.90.

“That’s my son,” came the voice over 

the loudspeaker, the race having been 
called by in-stadium announcer Geoff 
Wightman – father and coach of the 
winner, “and he’s the world champion.”

Left disappointed after a 10th-place 
finish at the Olympic Games in Tokyo, 

Jake Wightman went back to work. He 
focused on building his strength over 
the winter, returning to some cross 
country racing and doing over-distance 
work as he refocused on Oregon.

Achieving his aim of staying under 
the radar through the rounds, he took 
his place on the Hayward Field start 
line with Ingebrigtsen to his left and 
Katir to his right. 

Kenya’s Abel Kipsang, who had the 
season’s quickest time going into the 
race, went straight to the front and led 
from Ingebrigtsen and Kenya’s defend-
ing champion Timothy Cheruiyot, with 
Wightman sitting in behind them. 

Ingebrigtsen, who broke the world 
indoor 1500m record with 3:30.60 in 
February, moved to the front with two 
laps to go, with Kipsang and Cheruiyot 
on his shoulder and Wightman track-
ing their every move.

At the bell it was Ingebrigtsen 

from Cheruiyot and Wightman, with 
Kipsang running wide on his shoul-
der. Judging the race to perfection, 
the Briton first surged past Cheruiyot, 
moving into the lead ahead of Inge-
brigtsen with just over 200m to go.

As he left the bend, the anticipated 
kick from Ingebrigtsen never came. 
Glancing over his shoulder, the Norwe-
gian looked like he knew he was beaten 
and settled for silver, followed by Katir 
and his Spanish teammate Mario Gar-
cia, running a PB of 3:30.20 for fourth.

Wightman’s British compatriot 
Josh Kerr – the Olympic 1500m bronze 
medallist – finished fifth in 3:30.60, 
just ahead of Cheruiyot (3:30.69) and 
Kipsang (3:31.21).

“It probably won’t sink in until I 
have retired,” said Wightman, who  
has run 1:44.18 for 800m and clocked  
a 3000m PB of 7:37.81 indoors in  
February. (World Athletics)

Britain’s Jake Wightman reacts after win-
ning the men’s 1500m final during the 
World Athletics Championships at Hayward 
Field in Eugene, Oregon, on Tuesday. (AFP)

Bayern Munich spending 
spree puts more pressure 

on Nagelsmann
DPA

WASHINGTON

COACH Julian Nagelsmann 
has said he knows that Bayern 
Munich’s €120 million ($122 
million) summer spending 
spree will put even more pres-
sure on him to deliver in the 
upcoming season.

Bayern won a 10th straight 
Bundesliga title in Nagels-
mann’s debut season but went 
out in the second round of the 
German Cup and in the Cham-
pions League quarter-finals.

The team was inconsistent 
especially in the second half 
of that campaign, and Nagels-
mann knows that this has to be 
addressed. But while losing star 
striker Robert Lewandowski to 
Barcelona they have also spent 
big to get Matthijs de Ligt, Sa-
dio Mané, Ryan Gravenberch 
and Noussair Mazraoui.

“When you spend a lot of 
money on new players then the 
pressure becomes a bit bigger 
than last season,” Nagelsmann 
said on Tuesday night during 
Bayern’s United States tour.

“But as Bayern Munich 
coach you always have pres-
sure. I can deal with it.” 

Bayern’s transfer activities 
may not be finished yet as they 
are also after RB Leipzig’s Kon-
rad Laimer and Stade Rennes 
teen-aged forward Mathys Tel.

“The market is still open 
for a while and we will see 
what is possible. And will 
surely do a good job until the 
end,” Nagelsmann said.

Nagelsmann added that 
“things should be better than 
last season” as he pledged 
not to change the game plan 

as often as last term, and that 
Bayern should play their own 
game and not react to what the 
opponent does.

The coach, who turns 35 
on Saturday, also admitted 
that he needs to talk even more 
with his players. “When you 
train world class players the 
relationship level is crucial so 
that every player feels comfort-
able, valued, treated fairly and 
gets the necessary number of 
talks,” Nagelsmann said.

Bayern CEO Oliver Kahn 
has said that “every Bayern 
coach needs success or it be-
comes difficult” but added that 
they are convinced of Nagels-
mann and were aware that 
there would be difficult stages 
with such a young coach.

Things won’t be any easier 
now that Lewandowski has left 
but Nagelsmann is ready for 
the season Munich officially 
start with the German Super 
Cup July 30 against RB Leipzig, 
six days before their Bundesliga 
opener at Europa League win-
ners Eintracht Frankfurt.

“It is a new Bayern Mu-
nich. It will be a challenge and 
I like challenges. It is good for 
everyone,” Nagelsmann said.

Bayern Munich’s headcoach 
Julian Nagelsmann. (AFP)

AJAX have signed Calvin Bassey from Rangers for a fee of €23 million ($23.5 million) that could rise 
to €26.5 million with add-ons. The 22-year-old defender is likely to be the replacement for Lisandro 
Martinez, who is close to sealing a move to Manchester United to be reunited with former boss Erik 
ten Hag. Bassey has signed a five-year-deal at the Johan Cruyff Arena, and the Eredivisie champions 
confirmed on Wednesday he has already joined his new team-mates in Austria at their pre-season train-
ing camp. Though born in Italy, Bassey is a Nigeria international, and became a regular at Rangers last 
season as he starred in their run to the Europa League final, dispatching the likes of Borussia Dort-
mund, Braga and RB Leipzig along the way. (STATS Perform/dpa)

Ajax move to replace Martinez by signing Bassey from Rangers
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DPA
BERLIN 

FORMULA One great Michael 
Schumacher received the pres-
tigious State Prize from his 
German home state of North 
Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) on 
Wednesday.

With the 53-year-old 
seven-time world champion 
shielded from the public eye 
since a severe skiing accident 
in December 2013, his wife 
Corinna and daughter Gina re-
ceived the prize at the ceremo-
ny in Cologne’s Motorworld.

Son Mick, also an F1 driv-
er, missed the ceremony be-
cause he was feeling unwell.

“In Michael Schumacher 
we are honouring a man today 
who not only stands out for his 
sporting achievements. But 
above all, we pay tribute to Mi-
chael Schumacher beyond rac-
ing and the spotlight,” NRW 
premier Hendrik Wüst said.

Wüst praised Schumacher 
as a person “who has a big 
heart and for whom it was im-
portant to think about others,” 
highlighting donations from 
Schumacher and his family for 
victims of the 2004 tsunami in 
Asia and last year’s floodings in 
NRW and surrounding areas.

Jean Todt, Schumacher’s 
long time team principal at 
Ferrari and ex-president of the 
world governing body FIA, de-

livered the laudatory speech for 
the driver who grew up in Ker-
pen near Cologne before moving 
to Switzerland with his family.

“Through his wins and 
success he rose from humble 
conditions to a true citizen of 
the world who worked closely 
with people from many differ-
ent cultures,” Todt said.

“But he never forgot where 
his roots were – about 30 kilo-
meters from here – and he al-
ways remained grounded.

“I’m proud to call Mi-
chael my friend, and I’m just 
as proud to have a very close 
friendship with his fam-
ily,” said the Frenchman Todt, 
naming the Schumachers “an 
inspiration for many people.” 

Todt, who is among very 
few people with access to Schu-
macher, added: “Of course we 
all wish that he could accept the 
honour in person. We’re miss-
ing him here, and we’re not only 
missing him on days like today.”

In Michael Schumacher we 
are honouring a man today 
who not only stands out for 
his sporting achievements. 
But above all, we pay tribute 
to Michael Schumacher 
beyond racing and the 
spotlight.
NRW premier Hendrik Wüs
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India should stick 
with Kohli for T20 

World Cup: Ponting
ICC

AUSTRALIA great Ricky Pont-
ing has used the latest episode 
of The ICC Review to analyse Vi-
rat Kohli’s recent form, predict 
what the future holds for the 
star batter and share his view 
on what India’s batting line-up 
should be like during the up-
coming ICC T20 World Cup.

While Kohli struggled for 
runs during this year’s IPL and 
hasn’t made a century for his 
country in any format for almost 
three years, Ponting believes the 
33-year-old is worth persisting 
with.

Ponting said the upside for 
India should they stick with 
Kohli will be far greater than if 
they omit the right-hander from 
their squad for the ICC T20 
World Cup in Australia later this 
year.

Ponting, who captained 
Australia to two World Cup tri-
umphs in 2003 and 2007, said 
Kohli still had the ability to have 
a meaningful impact.

“I think if I was an opposi-
tion captain or an opposition 
player, I will be fearing playing 
an Indian team that has Virat 
Kohli in it, more than I would be 
one that doesn’t have him in it,” 
Ponting noted.

“I know there have been 
some challenges for him, it’s 
been a difficult time. But every 
great player that I have seen in 
this game has been through it 
at some stage, whether that’s a 
batsman or a bowler, they have 
all been through it.

“And somehow, the best 
(players) find a way to rebound 
and respond, and it’s only a 
matter of time before Virat does 
that.”

Ponting thinks if India do 
decide to omit Kohli for the T20 
World Cup in Australia then 
there might be no way back for 
him. “If you leave Virat out of 
the eve of the World Cup, and 
someone comes in and has a 
reasonable tournament, it will 
be hard for Virat to get back in 
it,” Ponting said.

“If I was India, I will keep 
pushing with him, because I 
know the upside. If they actu-
ally get him back confident and 
playing as well as he can, that 
upside is better than most. If I 
was a captain or a coach around 
the Indian set up, I will be mak-
ing life for him as comfortable as 
possible, and just wait for him to 
flick the switch and start scoring 

runs again.”
Ponting suggested selectors 

must find a spot for Kohli in 
India’s top-order and commit 
to leaving the champion batter 
there for the entirety of the T20 
World Cup, with the hope he 
finds his best form during the 
knockout stages of the tourna-
ment.

“Early in the tournament, 
for a first-round game, (it’s im-
portant to) get him in nice and 
early, among the runs, and then 
hopefully by the end of the tour-
nament you’ll have Virat Kohli 
back at his best,” Ponting said.

“That’s the way I would look 
at it. I wouldn’t think about 
holding him back at the start 
of the tournament, with the 
thought that you might be able 
to bring him back towards the 
back end and have him peak. 
Tournament play isn’t like that.

“You need to work your way 
into the tournament, get some 
runs under your belt, and get 
some confidence and then be 
playing your best cricket at the 
back end.”

Ponting believes Kohli’s best 
performances for his country 
have come when he has been 
settled both on and off the field, 
and the former Australia skip-
per thinks India’s coaching hier-
archy needs to try and instill that 
belief back in their star player as 
soon as possible.

“You still got to find the best 
balance for the team. You can’t 
just make the team all about one 
person,” Ponting noted.

“They probably should be 
trying to find new ways to get 
him back into the form and help 
him out. That (moving him up 
the order) quite often comes at 
the expense of someone else as 
well, you are moving someone 
else around trying to find a spot 
for Virat. He has opened the bat-
ting, he’s batted at No.3 in the 
IPL in the last couple of years 
and done the same for India.

“Moving him around will 
make him feel that people are 
worried about him, and he will 
be more unsettled.

“I will be going the other 
way. I’ll be telling him, ‘This is 
your spot, this is where you’re 
batting, it’s not going to change. 
Keep believing in yourself, keep 
putting in the hard work, keep 
believing what made you the 
best player in the world for a 
number of years – get back to 
those thoughts and the runs 
will come’.”

Shafique the star in Pak’s 
win with record chase

ICC
GALLE

ABDULLAH Shafique starred 
with a sensational 160* as he 
guided Pakistan to a record 
victory over Sri Lanka at the 
Galle International Cricket 
Stadium on Wednesday.

Pakistan resumed Day 5 
on 222/3, requiring 120 runs 
to record the highest success-
ful run chase (in Tests) at the 
Galle International Stadium 
while Sri Lanka needed seven 
wickets. 

The first half an hour of ac-
tion was filled with a few close 
calls, beautiful bowling and 
the hosts losing both of their 
remaining reviews. 

First, a slider from Pra-
bath Jayasuriya struck centu-
rion Abdullah Shafique on the 
back-pad, with umpire Kumar 
Dharmasena signalling the 
bowler about the height. How-
ever, with the game at a crucial 
stage and Shafique’s prized 
wicket at stake, Sri Lanka went 
for the review. 

Shafique survived the LBW 
scare after the replays showed 
the ball had bounced over and 
was missing the wickets. 

A few overs later, Jayas-
uriya once again bowled a 
beauty – drifting the ball in 
and using the bounce to spin 
it away. Mohammad Rizwan 
attempted a forward defence 

and the ball looked very close 
to the bat. 

Sri Lanka players ap-
pealed, sounding positive for 
a caught-behind dismissal 
but the umpire was unper-
turbed. Sri Lanka used their 
last review, but the UltraEdge 
showed a flatline with no sign 
of the ball coming in contact 
with the bat. Rizwan survived; 
Sri Lanka were left stranded 
with no reviews. 

The previous highest suc-
cessful fourth-innings chase 
in Galle was 268 by Sri Lanka 
versus New Zealand in 2019. 
This was the first time a team 
completed a target of over 300 
at the venue. 

Shafique found a reliable 
partner in Rizwan as they both 
batted with caution, taking 
their side close to victory. In the 
first hour, they added 48 runs, 
with only 72 more needed. 

Jayasuriya finally claimed 
a wicket when he had Rizwan 

trapped in front. Pakistan re-
viewed the decision but it went 
Sri Lanka’s way, with Rizwan 
walking back for a solid 74-
ball 40. 

The spinner struck on the 
stroke of lunch with Agha Sal-
man’s scalp as Pakistan fin-
ished the morning session on 
298/5. The visitors lost an-
other wicket shortly after the 
break, with Hasan Ali getting 
caught in the deep.

But victory was on the 
cards for Pakistan, and 
Shafique with his sensational 
160* – his highest innings 
score in Tests – made sure to 
bat through till the end to help 
his side seal a record chase. 

With the knock, Shafique 
climbed to No.4 on the all-
time list of most runs scored 
after six Test matches. 

His 720 runs puts him 
behind Sunil Gavaskar (912), 
Sir Don Bradman (862) and 
George Headley (730).

Pakistan’s Abdullah Shafique celebrates after guiding Pakistan to victory 
with a brilliant 160 not out on the final day of the first Test against Sri 
Lanka at the Galle International Stadium in Galle on Wednesday. (AFP)

Sri Lanka (1st innings) 222 
Pakistan (1st innings) 218 
Sri Lanka (2nd innings) 337
Pakistan (2nd innings; Overnight 222-3)
A. Shafique not out  160
Imam-ul-Haq st Dickwella b R. Mendis  35
A. Ali c de Silva b Jayasuriya  6
B. Azam b Jayasuriya  55
M. Rizwan lbw b Jayasuriya  40
S. Ali Agha c Dickwella b Jayasuriya  12
H. Ali c Theekshana b de Silva  5
M. Nawaz not out  19

Extras: (b5, lb7)  12
Total: (For 6 wickets, 127.2 overs)  344
Yet to bat: Y. Shah, S. Afridi, N. Shah
Fall of Wickets: 1-87 (Imam-ul-Haq), 2-104 (A. Ali), 
3-205 (Azam), 4-276 (Rizwan), 5-298 (Agha), 6-303 
(Hasan).
Bowling: Rajitha 9-2-18-0, Jayasuriya 56.2-10-135-4, 
R. Mendis 33-0-102-1, Theekshana 14-2-44-0, de 
Silva 15-1-33-1.
Toss: Sri Lanka
Result: Pakistan won by four wickets
Series: Pakistan lead the two-match series 1-0.

Scoreboard

North Rhine-Westphalia’s State Premier Hendrik Wust (L) hands a State Prize for former Formula One champion Michael Schumacher (portrait 
on top) to his wife Corinna Schumacher (2ndL) and to his daughter Gina Schumacher next to former FIA president Jean Todt at the Motorworld 
Koeln event location in Cologne, western Germany, on Wednesday. (AFP)

Schumacher honoured 
with German state prize

De Vries to take Hamilton’s place in first France GP practice
DPA

MUNICH 

SEVEN-TIME world cham-
pion Lewis Hamilton will sit 
out first practice on Friday for 
the French Grand Formula 
One Grand Prix as his place at 
Mercedes is taken by reserve 
driver Nyck de Vries.

“Nyck is replacing Lewis in 
first practice this weekend, as 
part of the allocated sessions 
for young drivers this year. So, 

we’re looking forward to seeing 
how he gets on,” Mercedes mo-
tor sport chief Toto Wolff said 
in a statement Wednesday.

Each team have allow 
young and inexperienced driv-
ers two F1 practice sessions 
during a season. Hamilton’s 
team-mate George Russell will 
then sit out one session later in 
the season.

De Vries, 27, is a 2019 For-
mula Two champion and last 
year won the Formula E world 

title for Mercedes. He made 
his F1 practice debut earlier 
this season at the Spanish GP, 
taking the place of Alex Albon 
at Williams.

Hamilton will be compet-
ing in his 300th career GP in 
France and Wolff is upbeat 
that Mercedes can fight for the 
podium again after finishing 
third in the last four races and 
closing the gap on Red Bull 
and Ferrari.

“We scored three podiums 

in the first seven races, and we 
have now achieved four in the 
last four. I’m pleased with the 
momentum we are building, 
and it reflects the mammoth 
effort of the team,” Wolff said.

“We need to keep chas-
ing those final few tenths and 
bringing new developments to 
the cars, including this week-
end in France ... The aim will 
be to make further inroads on 
the gap to the front and hope-
fully be back on the podium.”

Mercedes’ reserve driver Nyck 
de Vries.

Virat Kohli.

Tour de France: Pogacar edges Vingegaard in thrilling Pyrenees battle
STATS PERFORM/DPA

PARIS 

TADEJ Pogacar claimed a 
thrilling win in stage 17 of the 
Tour de France following a re-
markable battle in the Pyrenees 
with yellow jersey holder Jonas 
Vingegaard on Wednesday.

UAE Team Emirates rider 
Pogacar claimed his third stage 
victory of this year’s Tour, pro-
ducing a decisive final kick to 
edge Jumbo-Visma rider Ving-
egaard on an enthralling and 
tortuous final climb.

Pogacar and Vingegaard 

somehow found the legs to pro-
duce a stunning finish on impos-
ing gradients at the end of the 
130-kilometre stage from Saint-
Gaudens to Peyragudes.

The Slovenian’s victory 
owed much to the efforts of 
team-mate Brandon McNulty, 
who set a furious pace to help 
the trio drop the rest of the 
field, ensuring Pogacar was in 
a position to go for the win for 
a depleted UAE team.

UAE lost Rafal Majka to 
a muscle tear having already 
been robbed of the services 
of Marc Soler, who finished 

stage 16 outside the time limit.
Stage 17 Results: 1. Tadej Pogac-
ar (UAE Team Emirates) 3:25:51 
2. Jonas Vingegaard (Jumbo-
Visma) 3. Brandon McNulty (UAE 
Team Emirates) +0:32.

Emirates team’s American rider 
Brandon McNulty (L), UAE Team 
Emirates team’s Slovenian rider 
Tadej Pogacar (C) wearing white 
jersey, and Jumbo-Visma team’s 
Danish rider Jonas Vingegaard (R) 
wearing the yellow jersey cycle in 
the ascent of Peyragudes during 
the 17th stage of Tour de France 
on Wednesday. (AFP)
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Qatar has been the pivot of exceptional cooperation 
with the international community: French envoy 

T
HE relationship be-
tween France and Qatar 
is an old and good one, 
but good is not enough, 
it must be exceptional, 

the Ambassador of France to Qatar 
HE Jean-Baptiste Faivre has said, 
adding that in this regard a great 
deal of work has been done this 
year to strengthen the relationship, 
which is once again excellent. 

The French ambassador was ad-
dressing a gala reception that was 
held to celebrate the 233rd National 
Day of France. The reception was 
hosted by him at Hotel Ritz-Carlton, 
Doha. 

“One year after taking office, I 
am pleased and honoured to cel-
ebrate for the first time French Na-
tional Day in Qatar, the year when 
we are also commemorating the 
50th anniversary of the diplomatic 
relations between France and Qa-
tar,” he said. 

Those present on the occasion 
included Minister of Social Devel-
opment and the Family HE Mariam 
bint Ali Al Misnad; Ambassador 
Ibrahim Yousif Fakhroo, Director 
of Protocol, Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs; members of the diplomatic 
Corp in Qatar; dignitaries; guests; 
a large number of French commu-
nity members and members of the 
French Armed Forces. 

The French envoy said he was 
happy to be heading the French Em-
bassy in Qatar and appreciated the 
support he has witnessed since his 
arrival. “I am confident of achiev-
ing great projects together in the 
future,” he asserted. 

“Fostering bilateral relation-
ship to a dynamic revival has been 
initiated at the highest level. Over 
the course of this year, the Amir 
His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin 
Hamad Al Thani and the President 
of the French Republic Emmanuel 
Macron have met three times – in 
Baghdad in August, in Doha in De-
cember, and in Paris in May-end,” 

he noted.
The Strategic Dialogue held be-

tween the foreign ministers of the 
two countries at the end of March 
set an ambitious roadmap, he add-
ed. “Moreover, French Minister 
for Europe and Foreign Affairs, M. 
Jean-Yves Le Drian visited Qatar 
three times during the last few years 
and the new French Foreign Minis-
ter, Mrs. Colonna, has already twice 
met Sheikh Mohamad bin Abdul-
rahman Al Thani whom she received 
recently in Paris, on the sidelines of 
the ‘Choose France’ Summit. 

The bilateral official visits also 
included those by French Minister 
of Interior and Chief of Staff of the 
French Armed Forces to Doha and 
visits by Qatari ministers to France. 

On cultural, education and tour-
ism levels, he said, “projects like the 
outstanding Dior exhibition, and 
coopération between muséums and 
universitiés will further strengthen 
our relations”. 

The French envoy announced 
that French presidency of the Eu-
ropean Union has made it possible 
to make progress towards a future 

visa waiver for the citizens of Qatar, 
“and these developments mirror the 
renewed vitality of our partnership”. 

He said that Qatar today is at the 
centre of regional and international 
attention as Doha has been the pivot 
of an exceptional cooperation with 
the international community on Af-
ghanistan, Lebanon, Ukraine, Chad, 
and Syria as both France and Qatar 
are the two powers that work for sta-
bility and are committed to respect-
ing laws and conflict resolution. 

The envoy said that 120 French 
companies are operating in the ma-
jor sectors in Qatar and contribut-
ing towards the development of 
Qatar. “Moreover, France ranks first 
in Europe in terms of international 
investments and offers great oppor-
tunities for Qatari investors.”

On the FIFA World Cup Qatar 
2022, he said that France will be at 
Qatar’s side to ensure the success of 
this unprecedented event in the re-
gion. France has always been pre-
sent since the Asian Games in 2006. 

He added: “We will also help 
implement the Cooperation Agree-
ment that we have with the State of 

Qatar and the International Labour 
Organization.” 

In his concluded remarks, the 
French ambassador paid his grati-
tude to Qatari and French compa-
nies for their cooperation and sup-
port in hosting the gala reception 
celebrating French National Day as 
well as to the members of French 
embassy and Hotel Ritz-Carlton, 
Doha. 

He lauded the role and contribu-
tions of French schools, university, 
French community, forums, The 
Maison de France, Doha Accuell and 
Francophone community in Qatar 
for playing essential role in building 
bilateral relationship and outreach. 

His address was followed by a 
short video-recorded message of 
Mrs. Laura Georges, Secretary Gen-
eral of the French Football Federa-
tion and a former football player. 

Talking to Qatar Tribune on 
the occasion, Zainab Zouani, who 
works with HEC Qatar, paid her 
gratitude to the French ambassa-
dor and his team on the wonderful 
arrangements. She said the event 
was perfect for her as she not only 

got the opportunity to be part of her 
National Day celebrations but also 
for the chance to meet such a large 
number of her compatriots and oth-
er people. 

Thomas Tobias, a young engi-
neer working in Qatar for the last 
three years with a French energy 
company, said he was very happy 
and proud to be a part of the cel-
ebrations in his second and new 
home Qatar. “Being among such a 
large number of guests especially 
my compatriots, I do not feel away 
from my country,” he said, adding 
that this is the best time to be in Qa-
tar since so many good things are 
happening here including the FIFA 
World Cup. “I am very excited for 
the World Cup for which I was lucky 
to purchase the tickets already”. 

Elena Torrijos, who’s serving as 
a legal consul for the last four years 
in Qatar and is an elected commu-
nity counsellor-French Community 
in Qatar and Bahrain, said that be-
ing away from motherland, she is 
so happy to celebrate the spirit and 
culture of France and keeping link 
with her roots. “It was four years 

ago when I arrived in Qatar and now 
celebrating my first National Day in 
Qatar. Since, the French team was 
playing in the final of the World 
Cup, the atmosphere was electric 
and once again we French nationals 
will be watching World Cup here in 
Qatar this year. Today, even without 
sport, I feel electric.” 

Talking about French commu-
nity Forum established in 2013, she 
said three counsellors are elected 
for five years, one in Bahrain and 
two for Qatar. The forum organises 
various socio-cultural activities and 
supports school education fees for 
students whose parents cannot af-
ford education. She said some 2,900 
students are studying in two French 
schools. “French Community Fo-
rum is usually supporting around 25 
students in each session. There are 
two educational sessions yearly.”

Meanwhile, the guests were en-
tertained with the large variety of 
delicious French cuisines and were 
thrilled with the selected numbers 
of melodious songs played on the 
occasion by a local group of profes-
sional artists.

NATALIA Mena, a multi-
faceted and skilled na-
tional of the Dominican 
Republic, arrived in Qa-
tar around four years be-

fore accompanying her husband 
Ahmed Zaidan and children. 

She was born in New York, 
the USA in a Dominican family. 
Although, she obtained her de-
gree in Dentistry, her calling as 
an entrepreneur inspired her to 
obtain her Master’s in Marketing.

Well versed with the Latin 
and Arabic culture and market, 
she decided to take full advan-
tage of her skills. Her passion for 
reading and travelling strength-
ened her confidence and knowl-
edge which helped her in bridg-
ing relations and developing 
networking necessary in trading 

and marketing.
As she moved to Qatar, and 

seeing her dedication and pas-
sion in promoting her native 
country Dominican Republic, she 
was appointed as Honorary Cul-
tural Representative at the em-
bassy in Doha.

To introduce and promote 
her country in Qatar and the re-
gion, almost 12,000 km away, 
the wise move was to import 
products from her country and 
Latin America to the Gulf, which 
helped her earnings too.

She got a trading and consult-
ing company registered in Qatar 
focusing on representing and 
distributing the best brands from 
Latin America mainly Dominican 
Republic products, thus estab-
lishing the first Dominican Re-

public products business house 
in the region.

“I decided to select major 
brands from Domimican Repub-
lic in food stuff, home accesso-
ries, fashion, jewellery, art works 
etc.,” she said.

“The reason for selecting 
these products was my extensive 
knowledge of the Latin America 
and the Middle East. We serve 
as a bridge to brands wanting 
to penetrate the Middle Eastern 
market. We position them, rep-
resent them, and help them grow 
always keeping our local clients’ 
needs and requests in mind,” she 
explained. 

“You can already find our 
brands in stores throughout 
Doha,” the Dominican brand am-
bassador said.

Slice of the West
Reports by 
For events and press releases email 
qatar.editor@qatar-tribune.com or 
call (974) 4000 2222

Natalia Mena (5th from right) with dignitaries during her participation in AgriteQ 2021. HE Georges Bahsa Hazim (sixth 
from left), Ambassador of Dominican Republic and HE Ambassador Ibrahim Yousif Fakhroo (sixth from right), Director of 
Protocol, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ambassadors and dignitaries.

Thomas Tobias (left) and Zainab Zouani (third from right) with friends.

HE Mrs. Mariam bint Ali Al Misnad (2nd from right), HE Jean-Baptiste Faivre (2nd from left), and HE Ambassador Ibrahim 
Yousif Fakhroo (right) with the French ambassador’s family members.

A multi-faceted Dominican entrepreneur with a passion 
to promote her country through its products and culture

Guests with HE Jean-Baptiste Faivre (left) and officials of the French embassy at the event.

Ashraf Siddiqui

Music band artists perform at the reception.

The French ambassador was addressing a gala reception that was held to celebrate the 233rd National Day of France at Hotel Ritz-Carlton, Doha 
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Qatar Airways ramps up all-in-one 
packages for FIFA WC Qatar 2022
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

QATAR Airways has ramped 
up all-inclusive FIFA World 
Cup Qatar 2022 travel pack-
ages for fans to secure their 
place in world football’s big-
gest event. 

The additional packages 
include match tickets, flights 
and accommodation through-
out the course of the tourna-
ment, allowing passionate 
football fans to book their 
seats and follow their favour-
ite team during the first FIFA 
World Cup in the Middle East.

The airline originally 
launched these packages in 
September 2021 to cater to 
millions of anticipating fans, 
and now with less than 130 
days to go until the mega 
event, a worldwide demand 
for match tickets has risen and 
these travel packages provide 
fans guaranteed tickets to ex-

perience matches in person. 
In a few easy steps, they 

can purchase match tickets, 
flights and accommodation 
through a single dedicated 
platform by visiting: qatarai-
rways.com/FIFA2022.

If they are not yet mem-
bers, fans need to ensure they 
join the Qatar Airways Privi-
lege Club by visiting qatarai-
rways.com/PrivilegeClub in 
advance, after which they will 
then be able to access the fan 
travel packages portal and se-
lect their options, which come 
with booking flexibility and 
seat reservations for their pre-
ferred games.

Qatar Airways Group 
Chief Executive Akbar Al 
Baker said, “Qatar Airways is 
proud to be the Official Air-
line of FIFA World Cup Qatar 
2022 and bring the world’s 
most prestigious sporting 
event to the Middle East for 
the first time. We antici-

pate unprecedented demand 
throughout the tournament, 
and as part of our agreement 
with FIFA, fans from around 
the globe can rely on us to 
enjoy this once in-a-lifetime 
journey from start to finish. 
The fan travel packages will 
guarantee passengers a re-
markable bucket-list trip and 
seamless travel experience.”

The tournament will be 
held across eight world-class 
stadiums designed to invoke 
the symbols of Arabian culture. 

The Al Bayt Stadium will host 
the opening match with a ca-
pacity of 60,000 seats, while 
Lusail Stadium is set to host 
the final match of the tourna-
ment, with a capacity of 80,000 
seats. The remaining stadiums, 
which include Ahmad Bin Ali 
Stadium, Al Janoub Stadium, 
Khalifa International Stadium, 
Education City Stadium, Sta-
dium 974 and Al Thumama 
Stadium, will house 40,000 
spectators each.

As part of Qatar Airways’ 
goal to bring communities 
together through sport, the 
World’s Best Airline has an 
extensive global sports part-
nership portfolio that includes 
football-governing bodies 
such as FIFA, CONCACAF and 
CONMEBOL. The airline also 
sponsors some of the world’s 
biggest football clubs includ-
ing Al Sadd SC, FC Bayern 
München and Paris Saint-
Germain.

Fans can secure their match tickets, flights and accommodation by visiting: qatarairways.com/FIFA2022

QF’s QCDC launches 
second edition of FCD
training programme

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

TO ensure that students and 
professionals in Qatar get ac-
cess to top-notch career guid-
ance services, Qatar Career 
Development Center (QCDC), 
a member of Qatar Foundation 
(QF), is launching the second 
edition of its Facilitating Ca-
reer Development (FCD) train-
ing programme, a unique pro-
gramme that provides aspiring 
career professionals with the 
knowledge and skills needed to 
further their careers. 

The training will be deliv-
ered by QCDC’s National Ca-
reer Development Association 
(NCDA) certified instructor Dr 
Hamda Al Naimi. 

Citizens and residents of 
Qatar, GCC and MENA coun-
tries with varying levels of 
education and experience in 
the field of career guidance 
and providing career develop-
ment advice in any capacity 
are invited to participate in the 
programme. Individuals who 
are interested in exploring ca-
reer guidance as a profession 
are also encouraged to apply, 
regardless of their level of ex-
pertise.

Commenting on the sig-
nificance of the programme, 
Abdulla Al Mansoori, QCDC’s 
director, said: “Initiatives like 
the FCD training programme 
are much-needed and reflect 
our commitment to helping 
Qatar meet the national hu-
man development outcomes 
outlined in the national vision. 
Understanding the current 
and future needs of the market 
and devising effective strate-
gies to meet them is crucial 
for any country’s development 

and growth targets, and this 
programme aims to do exactly 
that.

 “With this programme, we 
aim to develop a highly compe-
tent body of career service pro-
viders who can provide world-
class career services across 
different sectors and age 
groups, ranging from school 
children to seasoned profes-
sionals. The success of the first 
edition of this programme is 
already tangible. Upon launch-
ing the second edition, we look 
forward to enabling career 
professionals in Qatar and the 
region to generate even more 
impact through their services. 
This training will not only en-
hance the participants’ own ca-
pacity as career development 
facilitators but will in turn af-
fect the clients they serve.”

Pascale Al Sabbagh, who 
participated in the previous 
edition of the programme, 
said: “The FCD training pro-
gramme gave me the oppor-
tunity to gain relevant skills 
to build professional relations 
with my clients to better un-
derstand their needs, strengths 
and goals. Moreover, this 
programme gave me the op-
portunity to explore working 

as a career services provider, 
alongside my current occupa-
tion in human resources, so as 
to help different people make 
better and well-researched ca-
reer choices.”

Another participant said, 
“This programme was amaz-
ing, and the instructors made 
it even better. We benefitted a 
lot from their knowledge and 
they were very patient and per-
sistent in their teaching, which 
helped us cover a lot of content 
in a short time. Our instruc-
tors made sure that we went 
through all the material and 
had a thorough grasp of the 
training and its applications. 
Attending this programme is 
one of the best professional 
development decisions I have 
made in my career of over 20 
years.”

Upon completion, partici-
pants will be eligible to apply 
for two internationally recog-
nised credentials - the Certified 
Career Services Provider by 
NCDA and the Global Career 
Development Facilitator by the 
Center for Credentialing and 
Education (CCE). They will 
also enjoy a one-year NCDA 
membership.

The training programme 
will be delivered virtually in 
English from August 29, 2022 
to November 28, 2022, with 
mandatory weekly meetings 
scheduled every Monday from 
1pm to 3pm. 

To take part in the training, 
register as soon as possible as 
the seats are limited. Registra-
tion is only confirmed upon 
paying the registration fee of 
QR9,000. 

To register, visit the QCDC 
website: qcdc.org.qa or send 
an email to qcdc@qf.org.qa.

QF GU-Q’s new student 
orientation event builds
foundation for success
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

DOHA

WITH the new academic 
year days away, 125 incom-
ing undergraduate students 
representing 40 nation-
alities at Georgetown Uni-
versity in Qatar (GU-Q), 
a Qatar Foundation (QF) 
partner, took part in New 
Student Orientation (NSO), 
an engaging experience that 
welcomes new students and 
prepares them for a success-
ful transition to college life.

During the week-long 
programme, students in 
the Class of 2026 explored 
academic offerings, learned 
about resources and sup-
port services, took entrance 
exams and gained practical 
study skills students need to 
thrive at Georgetown. 

They also learned about 
Georgetown University’s 
values and traditions and 
began building their student 
networks, a new focus of this 
year’s NSO. 

“To help us identify the 
unique needs of an incom-
ing class that has faced so-
cial and academic disrup-
tions due to the pandemic, 
we worked with a team that 
included the valuable in-
sights of current students 
with similar experiences,” 
said Uday Rosario, assistant 
director for Student Pro-
grammes. “The outcome of 
those efforts is what we are 

calling Engagement Week to 
help students create a per-
sonal connection with the 
university, with Qatar, and 
with our active alumni net-
works within Qatar.” 

International student 
Ilyass Ajdahim, who is join-
ing GU-Q from Casablanca, 
Morocco, said: “I have been 
having an amazing time get-
ting to know other admitted 
and current students at GU-
Q. My academic advisors 
and deans have also been 
extremely helpful and are 
always happy to answer any 
questions I have. Everyone 
and everything at George-
town has offered me nothing 
but support and warmth.” 

NSO coordinator John 
Ewotu (GU-Q’24) said his 
own virtual transition from 
high school to college is what 

helped him reimagine the 
NSO experience, including 
lessons in cultural sensitiv-
ity and awareness. 

“Georgetown is a cam-
pus that takes pride in the 
diversity of its community. I 
believe it’s important to rec-
ognise the benefits and priv-
ileges of being able to study, 
live and learn in such a di-
verse community, but also to 
understand the responsibil-
ity that comes with living in 
diverse spaces,” he said.

For NSO coordinator 
Jood Sheikh (GU-Q’25), 
the university’s holistic ap-
proach to education is key to 
building a solid foundation 
for future success. 

“The Georgetown expe-
rience is about much more 
than academics. Through 
the activities we planned, I 

wanted the incoming class to 
know that GU-Q has so many 
people supporting them and 
resources tailored to address 
their academic, professional, 
social and personal needs,” 
Sheikh said.

“This year, we also in-
troduced a new programme 
called ‘Iktashif Qatar’ focus-
ing on introducing our com-
munity to Qatar’s culture, 
economics and society as a 
means to integrate our com-
munity within the fabric of 
Qatar,” added Rosario.

The excitement of NSO 
was also driven by a host of 
fun activities, including a 
filmmaking session spon-
sored by the student-led 
Film Society, Qatari food 
tasting sponsored by GU-Q’s 
Al Liwan Qatari Student As-
sociation, and bowling at the 
HBKU student centre. 

The students also discov-
ered Qatar’s rich history and 
iconic cultural landmarks 
through trips around Doha, 
a tour of a museum exhibit 
curated by Manager of Mu-
seum Exhibitions at Msheir-
eb Fahad Al Turky (GU-
Q’10), and a desert safari. 

The week culminated 
with Convocation, a tradi-
tional ceremony where in-
coming students don caps 
and gowns for their formal 
induction into the George-
town University community 
of students, scholars and re-
searchers.

The packages include 
match tickets, flights and 
accommodation through-
out the course of the tour-
nament, allowing passion-
ate football fans to book 
their seats and follow 
their favourite teams dur-
ing the first FIFA World 
Cup in the Middle East

Upon completion, partici-
pants will be eligible to 
apply for two internationally 
recognised credentials -- the 
Certified Career Services 
Provider by NCDA and the 
Global Career Development 
Facilitator by the Center for 
Credentialing and Education 
(CCE). They will also enjoy a 
one-year NCDA membership

Georgetown is a campus 
that takes pride in the 
diversity of its community. I 
believe it’s important to 
recognise the benefits and 
privileges of being able to 
study, live and learn in such 
a diverse community, but 
also to understand the 
responsibility that comes 
with living in diverse spaces
John Ewotu

The Georgetown experience 
is about much more than 
academics. Through the 
activities we planned, I 
wanted the incoming class 
to know that GU-Q has so 
many people supporting 
them and resources tailored 
to address their academic, 
professional, social and 
personal needs
Jood Sheikh


